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FIRST WORD
Code of clarity
Financial education of consumers and trustees is writ large.
There’s to be big money from institutions and big motivation for
them to think big in their advancement of it.

I

t goes without saying that the broad mass of
South Africans should be supported to understand
the benefits to them of saving for the long term.
But there’s another dimension to it, more subliminal
yet no less significant.
One of the last things a Zuma-infused government
could seriously welcome is consumers of financial
products who’re alert, aware and active in the control
of these savings. This in itself is a strong reason
vigorously to encourage the financial education of
consumers generally, retirement-fund members and
trustees particularly.
Imagine a situation where the eight million or so
members of SA retirement funds, swelled by these
members’ dependents, are alive to the linkage between
their benefits and the behaviour of their government;
where they take a stand (through their representatives)
against the waste and worse that impact directly on their
funds’ investments (cumulatively worth over R5 trillion);
where there’s widespread exercise of their rights (often
neglected) to vote in elections for trustees committed to
advance their interests on the national stage.

It goes beyond clean and efficient fund
administration. These are routine matters that should
be taken for granted, but nonetheless in need of
constant monitoring by competent trustees not always
evident. It extends, in the composition and capacity of
retirement funds, to the nuts and bolts for the practice
of stakeholder democracy at whose core is a robust
and participative market economy.
Retirement funds are crucial because their broad
demographic representation -- across the lines of
income, race and political groupings -- joins them in
the shared objective to optimise the sustainability of
long-term investment returns. As such, they’re the
cement for a social compact on which SA’s stability
and welfare rely.
They’re the largest shareholders in SA’s biggest
corporates and major funders of debt instruments
issued by government. The funds are well capable of
influencing both, were they of a mind to do so. The
fortunes of funds and country are inextricable.
Imagine no longer. Stimulation is at hand.
It takes the form of the amended Financial Sector
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FinEd underway
Code. Gazetted in November under the Broad-Based
Black Economic Empowerment Act, a highlight is
the emphasis on trustee and consumer financial
education. This is the bedrock for improved savings
as crucial to individual households as it is to domestic
capital formation. The adjunct is for bottom-up
pressure by the mass of savers to assert their authority
over fund trustees, ensuring their voice in effecting
investment mandates.
Relative to need, inadequate attention has been
paid to the implementation of programmes for the
better education of consumers. After many years since
the first itineration of the voluntary Financial Sector
Charter in 2004, efforts have been less than successful.
Financial education has tended to be confused
with brand and product marketing. To show for the
efforts is rather attempts to grow market share than
improvements in the nation’s dismal savings pool and
individuals’ vulnerability on retirement, let alone a
citizenry exhibiting activism as stakeholders in the
equity and bond markets.
Under the 2004 Charter, effective from 2008, each
financial institution committed itself annually to invest
a minimum of 0,2% of post-tax operating profits
in consumer education poorly defined: “Consumer
education will include programmes that are aimed
at empowering consumers with knowledge to enable
them to make more informed decisions about
their finances and lifestyles.” It further recognised
shareholder activism as “a critical component of

continued confidence and long-term growth of the
sector”.
Back then, when the entitlement of members
to elect half of the trustees to boards of their funds
was beginning to show traction, there were some 14
000 standalone funds registered with the Financial
Services Board. (This number excluded such giants as
the Government Employees Pension Fund and others
in the public sector that don’t operate under FSB
supervision.)
There were no umbrella funds. There was no
Regulation 28 or other FSB requirement providing
guidance for funds to compile investment policy
statements that would commit asset managers. Or to
comply with standards for environmental, social and
governance (ESG) that would shape their approach
to investee companies. Neither was there a UN
Principles for Responsible Investment nor a Code for
Responsible Investing in SA seeking retirement funds’
and asset managers’ adherence.
As at end-March 2017, according to the latest FSB
annual report, the number of registered retirement
funds was down to 5 119 of which only 1 758 were
active (having members for whom a fund receives
contributions and/or pays benefits). They are
overwhelmingly defined-contribution funds (where
the investment risk is carried by members, represented
by trustees, underlining the imperative for their
relevant education).
Clearly, there’s been a massive shift of standalones
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into umbrella arrangements sponsored predominantly
by life offices. Also in progress are substantial moves
by such industry bodies as Batseta and Asisa to
promote the professionalism of principal officers and
to provide for the training of trustees.
Then too, atop the initiatives of individual
institutions, there’s the continued statutory function
of the FSB “to provide, promote or otherwise support
financial education, awareness and confidence
regarding financial products, institutions and services”.
Taken together, with umbrellas consolidating
the number of trustees and assets they control, they
represent a strengthened platform for concentrated
focus. But none is stronger than the amended
Financial Sector Code, backed by law, to enliven the
thrust with potentially huge money and incentive in
qualifying for BBBEE scorecard points.
Notably, for instance, the annual value of qualifying
consumer-education contributions by the “measured
entity” (e.g. life offices and the retail operations of
local banks) is 0,4% of its net after-tax profit with
bonus points for an additional 0,1%. The agglomerated
rand amount might be difficult to estimate but could
run annually into the tens of millions, entailing a
reprioritisation of budgets and a congruity of skills
sets.
A guidance note under the Code defines how
consumer education, inclusive of trustee education,
will qualify for scorecard points. There are set terms
for physical access, appropriateness and use of internal
resources. Programmes can include interactive
projects by classroom, workshops and media. These
days the latter would seemingly embrace social
media, abetted by the proliferation of smartphones as
communication tools.
There’s a kicker. “All initiatives should be
measurable to demonstrate impact. Monitoring and
evaluation should therefore form part of every project
to ensure both quality service providers and good use
of money,” it says.
All external and internal projects, it adds, should
be measured by independent service providers: “This
means that a separation of powers between the person
and/or entity that implements the project and the
person and/or entity that measures the impact should

exist at all times.”
There are strict limits on the use of branding for
consumer education not to cross the thin line into
marketing. Branding will be allowed because it can
assist companies to develop a trusted brand in the
education market. It may also ensure the use of quality
service providers as the companies’ brands will be at
stake.
However:
u Any image branding should not overwhelm the
educational content;
u Content should be generic and product-type
related, not related to brand-specific products;
u Specific product or service marketing will not
count as consumer education;
u There can be no branding in the education content
itself. For example, for booklets the logo and payoff line on the cover for branding should not be
more than 10% of the content material; for posters
and other aids, the logo and pay-off line in the
footer is limited to 5% of the material’s area; for
radio and TV the branding must be less than 5% of
airtime.
Overall the quality of the branding should generally
be consistent with the education content e.g. all fullcolour or all black-and-white. In short, the tricks have
already been foreseen and the formula for them to be
averted is stipulated.
It’s not been by thumbsuck or magic that this
Code has emerged. It’s the product of exhaustive
thought and negotiation through representatives of
government, the financial institutions and numerous
industry associations. Such has been the range of
disparate interests and inputs that the practical
consensus is itself a remarkable achievement.
The next achievement will be for it to work. If it
doesn’t, nothing will. Institutions need to apply their
minds and resources as never previously. They’ll be
challenged not only in offering water to target markets,
throughout the income groups, but also in getting
them to drink it.
Allan Greenblo,
Editorial Director
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INVESTING TODAY,
FOR TOMORROW.
As an asset manager committed to investing responsibly, we believe in doing good while delivering good returns. We have our
clients’ capital at work in a number of sustainable investments, including affordable housing, renewable energy, infrastructure and
education, to ensure a better future. This is just some of the impact our responsible investment efforts have delivered on behalf
of our clients and to the communities in which we operate.

OUR

OUR IMPACT
IMPACT
ON
BEHALF OF
ON BEHALF OF
OUR
CLIENTS
OUR CLIENTS

Airports

R1.8bn
TRANSPORT
INFRASTRUCTURE

R20 bn
committed

Rail/Harbour

R3.7bn

RENEWABLE
ENERGY

2

R20 bn

ROADS

committed

Hydro plants

1Landfill gas project

21

Solar plants

R12.9bn

16

General (Unclassified)
R1.9bn

Wind farms

HOUSING

808

AGRICULTURE

R1.7bn
committed

10
farms
START-UP
FINANCING

78 666

Permanent
employees
Up to

4 000

Seasonal
employees

12 779

Hectares of lands

R18.8 bn

90

Workers receiving
adult education

R1.2bn

committed

7 646

620

rental

Housing
units
transferred

Workers with access to
pre-paid healthcare

13 952

9 941

mortgage loans granted

Student beds

24

Schools

EDUCATION

R1.4 bn
committed

16 500

Learners enrolled

5 677
Rental units

1 074

93%

Matric pass rate
for 2016

Number of staff
employed

Taxi loans granted since
inception date of May 1997

Sources: African Infrastructure Investment Managers (AIIM); Futuregrowth Asset Management; Old Mutual Investment Group; Old Mutual Alternative Investments; Old Mutual Specialised Finance;
Figures as at 30 June 2017

To invest today, for tomorrow, visit www.oldmutualinvest.com

The following entities are licensed Financial Services Providers (FSPs) within Old Mutual Investment Group (Pty) Ltd Holdings approved by the Registrar of Financial Services Providers
(www.fsb.co.za) to provide advisory and/or intermediary services in terms of the Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services Act 37 of 2002. These entities are wholly owned subsidiaries of
Old Mutual Investment Group Holdings (Pty) Ltd and are members of the Old Mutual Investment Group. Old Mutual Investment Group (Pty) Ltd (Reg No 1993/003023/07), FSP No:604. |
Old Mutual Alternative Investments (Pty) Ltd (Reg No 2013/113833/07), FSP No:45255. | African Infrastructure Investment Managers (Pty) Ltd (Reg No 2005/028675/07), FSP No:4307. |
Futuregrowth Asset Management (Pty) Ltd (Reg No 1996/18222/07), FSP No:520.
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FINANCIAL SECTOR CODE

A vision designed to work
Financial institutions are positioned to be in the forefront of ‘radical economic
transformation’. They’ve committed themselves to the means without the
blights. Great promise beckons.

W

hat a mouthful is “broad-based
black economic empowerment”. It
sings political correctness, sometimes
propagandistic and sometimes meaning what the
term implies. Around it a veritable industry of
codification, compliance, measurement, enforcement,
consultants and certification has been spawned.
They all come at a cost to be considered worthwhile
only to the extent that BBBEE is realistically, in
substance overriding form, the end result. It isn’t
always so. One example is the skewing of benefits
to arbitrarily-selected elites, disproportionately
trickled to broader bases. Another is the dilution of
shareholdings held by retirement funds, which are
the largest depositories of black peoples’ long-term
savings, as companies issue new shares to elevate
ownership recognition.
What are reasonable tests for success? Surely
helping many more black people to participate in the
economy by providing access to capital, with leg-ups
in skills transfer and supplier development, must
be amongst them. These should facilitate economic
growth, painfully absent, without which there’s
scrapping for morsels. And where there’re rivers
of money swilling around, as ends lacking efforts,
temptations to flaunt consumption distort the nobler
objectives of wealth redistribution.

Codes of good practice, for companies to know
and agree on the actions expected of them, are
necessary interventions. The more comprehensive
and meticulous the negotiation, the greater the
likelihood of successful implementation. The
Financial Sector Code (FSC), recently gazetted under
the BBBEE Act, stands out for the ultimate accord
reached by a representative cross-section of the
industry’s drafting participants.
In a better world, there shouldn’t be a need for
legislative compulsion of BBBEE. It makes such
obvious sense that business models be adapted
for penetration into target markets by boards and
managers finely attuned to them. Demographic
representation does carry a certain logic, much as it
perpetuates racial classification in order supposedly
to someday defeat it.
Undeniable is that SA’s demographics are swiftly
changing. In relative terms, the white population
is ageing and contracting; the black population
is younger and growing. Rapid emergence of this
urban middle class, salaried and aspirational, itself
motivates “transformation” in companies’ ownerships
and operations allied to it for businesses’ own futures.
This may happen, with varying levels of
enthusiasm, in the natural course. BBBEE codes of
good practice are intended to push along the process.
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There are defects when application is limited to
those in jobs or seeking to find them, eluding the
jobless and impoverished communities. Similarly,
because of racial quotas in line with demographics,
it discriminates against whites where they might
be objectively assessed as better qualified for
employment and promotion. A lacklustre economy,
becoming protracted in SA, exacerbates competition
for scarce jobs.
Then take sector comparisons. They belie a
uniform judgment on the efficacy of BBBEE as
a whole. As much as the charter for the mining
industry is inherently bad, and opposed by
miners because it will stymie investment, the FSC
is inherently good and supported by financial
institutions because it encapsulates the principles for
their continued relevance.
To a greater or lesser extent, and in their own
business interests, institutions can already claim to be
off the mark in what the FSC requires of them. What
the FSC really does is standardise the markers for
economic inclusivity to be promoted.
As set out in its preamble, this Code “commits
all participants to actively promoting a transformed,
vibrant and globally competitive financial sector that
reflects the demographics of SA, which contributes to
an equitable society by providing accessible financial
services to black people and by directing investment
into targeted sectors of the economy”.

U

nique to the sector is its ability to provide
empowerment financing and access to
financial services: “They empower the previously
disenfranchised through the provision of affordable
housing, financing of black SMMEs (small, medium
and micro enterprises) and agricultural activities,
and investing in various types of infrastructure that
help to create the necessary platform to grow the
economy on an equitable basis.”
Also unique, because of such regulatory
requirements on the capital adequacy of banks and
life office, entities can top up ownership points
through the “equity equivalent” of providing
commercial-risk capital to black industrialists. The
need for top-ups will arise on the exit of existing
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empowerment shareholders, thus offering a riposte
to the “once empowered, always empowered”
contentions.
Scope of the FSC embraces the industry’s gamut,
from the largest banks to the smallest stockbrokers.
Some compliance elements will complement
established businesses; financial education, integral
to socio-economic development, is a case in
point (see First Word). Some could be disruptive;
preferential procurement of services from blackowned firms is an example (see box).
Up for measurement are ownership, management
control, skills development, enterprise and supplier
development, and socio-economic development. For
compliance, each element is weighted and awarded
scorecard points in a matrix of definition and detail.
Indeed, the detail dazzles. Spend a few hours on
the website of the Financial Sector Charter Council
to start coming to terms with it.

A

summary notes that, although the BBBEE Act and
codes do not impose legal obligations on firms to
comply with BBBEE targets, a business’ BBBEE status
affects its ability to tender for public-sector work and
to obtain licences in certain activities. Also, many
private-sector businesses require their suppliers to have
a minimum BBBEE rating in order to boost their own
BBBEE rating: “BBBEE is accordingly an important
factor to be taken into account by any business in
normalising and conducting business in SA.”
What then of retirement funds? Since many
aspects of the BBBEE dispensation aren’t relevant
to them, and there is no body authorised to have
represented them in the negotiations, the top
100 funds (including umbrella funds) have been
incorporated on a voluntary basis only.
However, it is recognised that retirement funds
“have a critical role to play in the financial sector
itself, largely by the appointment of private-sector
service providers”. The proposal is therefore that
the funds measure themselves annually against
relevant aspects of the Code’s BBBEE scorecard i.e.
that large retirement funds compile and publish
annual scorecards for the elements of preferential
procurement and management control.
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Trustees have little or no influence over
membership demographics. So it’s suggested that
large funds not be scored on the ownership aspects
but report annually on the proportions of fund
liabilities attributable to black male and female
members. Further, because of the roles played by
trustees and principal officers, the funds should

annually disclose details of the amounts spent on
training for each office bearer and staff member.
In addition, initiatives in member education
should be disclosed in terms of both the number
of members trained and the amount spent relative
to the size of membership with a narrative on the
BBBEE score achieved and future plans for improving

GAMECHANGER IN THE OFFING

P

arties at loggerheads in the Codesa negotiations
ultimately produced the SA constitution. Like
a little Codesa, marked by intense lobbying this
way and that, the cross-section of participants
representing players in the finance industry eventually
reached unanimity on the Financial Sector Code.
The achievements are comparable because the FSC
lays the groundwork for transformation distinctively
within the capacity of financial institutions to effect.
Grim economic circumstances – of zero growth,
ratings downgrades and the Steinhoff blow to
investment markets – are far from ideal for systemic
reform. But equally they compel a realism that
facilitates it. Backs to the wall, predicament is the
mother of consensus.
A starter is the broad acceptance, at last, in
calculating the economic interest of black people in
SA corporates. As TT has long argued, ownership
particularly through retirement funds is central. Past
surveys, notably for the JSE, have ascertained that
the number of black individuals has come to exceed
the number of white. It is a quantifiable measure of
transformation progress.
These figures cannot be debunked, the more so
since they’re pretty much confirmed by the survey
subsequently commissioned by National Treasury.
It telescopes the focus into appropriate structures
for exercising rights of ownership, as for example
through investment mandates and proxy voting,
which has much more practical merit in nailing down
empowerment than constant haggling over macro
numbers.

On the micro numbers within the financial sector
itself, research undertaken by investment manager
27four is invaluable. Whereas the company’s earlier
surveys might have induced scepticism, for allegedly
flawed counting and special pleading, its most
recent is greeted for the authority born of objectivity.
Previously getting up the noses of established firms
held to be lacking blackness, in terms of ownership
and executive seniority, this survey has benefited from
cooperation with them through researchers at the
Association of Savings & Investment SA.
A beneficial spin-off is that 27four managing
director Fatima Vawda, outspoken from the platform
of the Association of Black Securities & Investment
Professionals, has joined the main board of Asisa. An
articulate agitator if ever there was, she goes inside the
tent to argue her cause for accelerated transformation
at the top of the bigger guys and a larger slice of the
pie for the smaller. Now with her on the main Asisa
board, also with Absip credentials, is Mazi Capital
chief investment officer Malungelo Zilimbola.
Pertinent in this context is the 27four finding
that, of the total R4,6 trillion pool of assets managed
by the private sector, less than a tenth is allocated
to asset managers which are black-owned (“black”
as defined by the Department of Trade & Industry
empowerment codes). This fuels the argument against
perpetuation of the savings and investment industry’s
power concentrations.
“The situation is SA is dire,” Vawda emphasises.
“To achieve good outcomes in redressing inequalities
and progressing transformation, we cannot have us-
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it. If sufficient disclosure is not obtained, the Charter
Council will consider revising the dispensation.
There’s no stipulation that retirement funds,
whose primary purpose is after all to provide
retirement benefits, should entertain the added layers
of cost. Rather let them be carried by the service
providers, under their incentives, for them to earn

Vawda . . . intellectual force
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the scorecard points.
Get the FSC working for the stimulation of
economic growth and inclusivity. Then the coming
year, into the years ahead, could offer lift-off from the
stagnation of the last. View the FSC as potentially the
most formidable private-sector initiative, whatever
the government.
n
versus-them approaches. We must pull together in
delivering from unified positions.”
She’s impressed by Asisa’s committee structures,
but believes that memberships predominantly
comprising the most senior executives in the largest
life offices and asset managers don’t properly
appreciate the difficulties of smaller independents in
gaining access to markets: “My intention is to help
integrate younger black firms into the mainstream
and to bridge the gaps that exist.”
In her experience, top executives don’t even know
how lower tiers in their organisations are resisting
interactions and denying shelf space to highly capable
people. Aspirants for allocations also have to battle
against trusted brands and the pricing advantages
of critical mass, both of which take time and
opportunity to develop.
Additionally, amongst the dominant institutions
there’s often a vertical integration of value chains from
actuarial consultancy to fund management, from risk
benefits to member advice. Packages make it difficult
for the independents to compete on any one service,
she contends.
Expect provocations aplenty from Vawda. Expect
also that she’ll be a frontrunner for employment
equity and stakeholder activism, from sleepy pursuit
to lively monitoring. Power is in the hands of asset
owners, she insists. This moves the wheel full circle,
back to retirement funds and their service providers,
now under pain of the Financial Sector Code’s yearend review.
It’s been said that the avoidance of a troublesome
woman is the beginning of wisdom. In this instance,
where government looks quizzically at the industry,
it’s the opposite.

Whose retirement
is it anyway?
Interacting with the functional

90%
purchased a living
annuity during 2015 with
their retirement savings

66%

want a guaranteed
income for life

90% - the proportion of pensioners who, according to ASISA
statistics, purchased a living annuity during 2015 with their
retirement savings. 66% - the proportion of pensioners who,
according to Liberty research, want a guaranteed income
for life.
This last percentage increases if we include hybrid options which
contain an element of guaranteed income for life. This paradox
between the type of income pensioners say they want (i.e. the
66%) and what they actually invest in at retirement (i.e. the
90%) presents the question – Whose retirement is it anyway? Or,
looking at it from a different angle, what are pensioners’ actual
needs and wants?
At its core, pensioners’ needs and wants are the same across
different income levels. It is the order of priority between the
different needs that differs. Our internal research at Liberty
Corporate found that pensioners’ needs and wants can broadly
be grouped into two main categories: functional and emotional.
This links strongly to the core of true and valued customer
experience: ensuring customers (in this case pensioners) feel they
are receiving value for money and feeling valued. In other words, it
is about interaction and perception.

Through personal interaction, we take pensioners through
aspects such as perceived value, product and service
availability, functionality and quality. Put differently, this is
our delivery of the customer promise. Unsurprisingly, at a
functional level, it is still a priority for pensioners to be able
to cover basic living expenses like food, cleaning products
and municipal services (e.g. water and electricity). The ability
to afford medical aid cover is also important, but is one
example of where there is a difference in order of priority
between income levels. Another example is to be able to
pay for their dependents’ education. Traditionally, annuity
payments that increase with headline inflation have been
deemed appropriate to maintain a pensioner’s standard
of living, but, given the observed increases in pensioners’
specific cost of living, one does start to wonder whether a
dedicated measure of “pensioner inflation” is perhaps not
needed.
Accurately planning and budgeting is needed in order to
appropriately manage pensioners’ underlying costs. This is a
necessity for any age group, but is felt most acutely in the case
of pensioners. The continued need for growth in knowledge
and confidence in whatever annuity product and services are
bought. During interviews with pensioners already in retirement, this need echoed through the stories they shared. Most
pensioners regretted not asking enough questions and seeking financial advice about retirement planning and the annuity
products available in the market. They understood the basics
of an annuity product, but with hindsight, should have asked
for more detail. For example, understanding the tax efficiency
and implications of their choices are specific regrets that were
mentioned.

Who’s retirement is it anyway?

In a culture and macro-economic environment that make
pre-retirement saving challenging, we find there is an increased need for pensioners to be able to supplement their
income during retirement. The magnitude of this need is
evidenced by the following statistics:
–the average member who retired from Liberty’s Umbrella
Retirement funds in 2016, did so with an accumulated saving
of approximately R400,000. 10 years ago, this was sitting
at approximately R200,000. Bringing increased longevity
expectations as supported by advances in medical treatments
into the conversation, we see a very real and certain risk of
pensioners outliving their retirement capital.
Underlying the functional needs and wants mentioned thus
far, we found the overarching need for [clear] communication
and [more] information. The specific communication-related
needs of pensioners and those close to retirement can be
summarised as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Early career education and engagement opportunities
Regular access to knowledgeable advisors
Conclusive information that is simple and concise
Detailed breakdown of the processes and procedures
Information in addition to product information, e.g.
alternative ways to save for retirement
• Stories and testimonials from others
The top 3 topics that respondents aged 55 and older would
have liked to receive information about are as follows:
58%
How to supplement
my annuity income
during retirement

54%
Ways I could “boost”
my pension

51%
How to plan for
unforeseen expenses
once I retire

With hindsight, the same respondents would have preferred
receiving this information before the age of 34.

Perceiving the emotional
A pensioner’s perception is guided by his or her emotional
and psychological responses to interactions with products
as well as the service delivery they receive. Therefore,
pensioners’ emotional needs and wants are not independent
of their functional ones. Emotional needs deserve a
dedicated focus as it will provide for a powerful customer
experience when both the functional and emotional needs
are understood and fulfilled at the same time.
Transitioning into retirement is an emotional experience. It makes
a fundamental life change and involves changes in the pensioner’s

daily routine and interaction with others. They may also experience
a reduced sense of familiarity. In this regard, and as we saw with
the functional needs, our understanding of pensioners’ emotional
needs starts with the basics - pensioners want to experience
a sense of security during retirement. A key driver of anxiety and
instability is a person’s state of finances. There is a strong link back
to the functional need of having enough income to be able to
provide for the basics and to maintain a certain standard of living.
There is also the feeling of increased participation and control.
We found that pensioners want to continue to contribute to their
communities in retirement, whilst being financially independent
and not burdening others. Pensioners take pride in being able
to provide for themselves. Across the different communities
pensioners want to fulfil their sense of obligation towards their
dependents living with them. They want to feel driven and have
a sense of achievement which includes exposure to the element
of surprise. Long gone are the days where retirement is seen
as a stage in life where things slow down. Increased longevity
expectations play an important role in this regard – people are
expected to live for longer and feel that they need to do more
than just surviving. There is a strong element of emotional quality
of life during retirement that cannot be ignored.
Once again, it is possible to address pensioners’ emotional needs
by focussing on their communication needs. In this regard we
found that pensioners are looking for a safe channel to ask
questions and seek explanations. They do not want to feel rushed
or hurried, but rather that they are listened to, acknowledged and
respected. The need for frequent interaction and communication
does not go away during retirement.

Addressing the paradox
Spending the time to understand pensioners’ functional
and emotional needs is the first step towards addressing
the apparent paradox between what pensioners say they
want as an income and the income [protection?] they
then actually buy. It is dangerous to state that one annuity
product is always and consistently superior to another.
Rather, pensioners should be helped to understand what
their priority needs are and be made aware of which needs
are serviced by a given product or combination of products.
Addressing pensioners’ need for clear communication and
information goes a long way in assisting them to make informed
and appropriate decisions at retirement and then providing them
with the required ongoing support thereafter. Whether from a
pensioner’s own perspective or that of a financial product and
services provider, the important question should always remain –
whose retirement is it anyway?
By Louis Theron, Head of Liability Driven Solutions at Liberty Corporate
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ANNUAL FINANCIALS

Giving it stick
There’s no pussyfooting on non-compliance with deadlines.
The FSB will be getting tougher.

N

ot without good cause, the Financial
Services Board is coming down hard on
retirement funds guilty of late or nonsubmission of annual financial statements. Its latest
annual report, for the year to end-March 2017, the
FSB refers to circulars of 2016 and 2017 in which
the boards of funds were informed of the Registrar’s
intention to impose a penalty of R60 per day for the
defaulting funds’ 2014 and 2015 fiscal years.
Too hard, perhaps? Or not sufficiently hard?
Ultimately, when a fund is penalised, it’s the whollyinnocent members who pay. Also, the R60 per day can
mount up disproportionately for the smaller funds.
Moreover, the R60 is likely to increase significantly.
As a general comment, FSB acting deputy executive
officer for retirement funds Olano Makhubela notes
the regulator’s view that administrative penalties
help to improve compliance: “Accurately prepared
and properly audited financial returns, for example,
provide us with useful information about how the
fund or administrator is managed. Information
received timeously enables faster and proactive
supervision.”
In October the FSB issued for comment a draft
notice proposing an increase in the maximum
administrative penalty for the failure to submit various
reports, returns and information within prescribed
periods. The current maximum penalty, set in 2008,
is R1 000 for every day during which the failure
continues. Proposed is an increase to a maximum of
R4 000.

There is of course an argument that such high
penalties in the case of retirement funds mean that it
is the funds and therefore the members who will be
financially or negatively impacted by higher penalties.
Although this is a fair argument, Makhubela concedes,
it does not detract from the fact that funds -- of
whatever size and also as applicable to any regulated
financial entity -- are required to comply with laws.
There should be consequences for non-compliance.
Secondly, many funds use external administrators
to assist with various functions and services
including compliance. In several instances, it is
these administrators who fail to assist the fund with
compliance. Where there are such clear cases, he
insists, it should and will be the service provider
paying the penalty. The fund must also request the
service provider to provide it with a breakdown of
charges so that the service provider does not pass these
costs onto the fund.
What will certainly assist in this process, says
Makhubela, is also publicly to name service providers
and funds which are non-compliant. Public naming
will force the trustees, members of funds and
employers to hold each other accountable for such
non-compliance.
Overall, the FSB wants to encourage a stronger
culture of compliance.
TT: How prevalent is the problem? Could you
offer some quantification and a rough profile of
defaulters e.g. bigger or smaller funds?
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within the ‘small to medium’ category below the top
600 largest funds. For the 2016 reporting period, this
amounts to assets of R14bn in respect of about 180
small to medium-sized funds. Some of these funds
are in the process of transfer and/or given notice of
termination.

Makhubela . . . comply or else
Makhubela: Some 95% to 100% of the top 100
largest funds, in terms of asset size, are generally
included in the annual reports of the Registrar for the
past five years. These top 100 funds comprise about
75% of the assets in FSB-registered funds. On average,
over the past five years 98% of them have submitted
their annual financial statements on time. In particular
years it’s been 100%.
Larger funds tend to be better run because their
boards meet regularly. Audit and risk subcommittees
are in place for proper governance. Where there are
few exceptions in terms of non-compliance, they’re
usually due to litigation or other reasons beyond
control of the board or administrator.
Smaller funds have various challenges. These
include boards not meeting frequently or not being
properly constituted. Fund governance and planning
are hampered.
When one analyses the small defaulting funds,
the majority are underwritten. They generally lag
privately-administered funds on timely submission of
returns. But the large underwritten funds, including
the large retirement-annuity funds, do submit on time.
Many smaller funds are defaulters. Their assets
comprise less than 5% of the assets in FSB-registered
funds.
Could you indicate the number of funds fined
over the past few years, the range from biggest to
smallest fines, and the total paid in penalties?
Each year, on average, around 200 funds are fined.
Funds with average assets below approximately R75m
tend to be late with their submissions. These funds fall

Who takes responsibility for late submissions?
What sorts of explanations are given?
In most instances the fund pays the penalty while
in others the administrator agrees to pay.
Various reasons are advanced for the late
submission of returns. The most common entail board
unavailability; lack of advanced planning for audits
and audit preparation by boards, and poor quality of
audit evidence provided by some administrators; not
having properly constituted boards; delays and failures
in the migration of administration systems; returns
which only get validated and/or signed after the due
date, and litigation.
In recent years, how many funds have been fined
for late submission of annual financial statements?
What amounts are involved?
For the 2012-15 calendar years, the amount of
penalties invoiced is approx R3,9m and the amount
paid is approx R3,8m. For 2016 we invoice only in
January 2018.
However, penalty notification letters were recently
issued to approximately 180 funds for the 2016
calendar year. Their responses are awaited.
Why not disclose the names of defaulting funds
for “name and shame” purposes?
In early annual reports published by the Registrar
since 1994, defaulting funds were listed in a table.
The list then proved too long to publish due to the
withdrawal of the audit exemption for underwritten
funds in 2006.
However, the Registrar intends in the near future to
publish the names of these funds on the FSB website
and on various other platforms where members will be
made aware of these non-compliant funds. Members
could then become more active in how their funds are
n
governed.
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CURRENTS

PIC and choose
Great improvement in transparency of unlisted investments
but not on identification of external managers.

I

t’s hard for an outsider to imagine the difficulties
of the Public Investment Corporation, by far SA’s
largest asset manager, simultaneously to reconcile
its objectives. Amongst them are increasing benefits
mainly for members of the Government Employees
Pension Fund, being an activist shareholder usually
holding substantial stakes in most major JSE-listed
corporates, engaging with these corporates on their
behaviour and performance, exercising proxy votes,
advancing ESG (environmental, social and governance)
as investment criteria, and promoting black economic
empowerment.
Additionally, the PIC is the biggest holder of
government bonds. Being owned by the state, it’s hardly
in a position to withhold support from badly managed
state-owned enterprises. Also, with its board appointed
by government and falling under the chairmanship of
the deputy finance minister, it might not be as free as
it would like from political pressures that complicate
pristine investment objectives.
To date, the PIC has been coy in publicly revealing
details of its unlisted investments. Those days are
over. To its credit, the information now published on
its website could not be more comprehensive. If that’s
where political favouritism could be applied, such
transparency is the antidote. Disclosure of respective
directors, were their connections to be explored, would
offer clues.
A particular investment, long tracked by TT, is in
Independent News & Media SA. The schedule, for the
year to end-March 2017, shows that the PIC had funded

a BEE consortium to acquire a 55% equity stake in
INMSA as well as a direct 25% equity stake for the PIC
itself. The total for the equity purchase was R166m and
there’s debt of R285m to be paid by 2021.
So far, the schedule records, the investment has
shown a 7,5% internal rate of return. However, it is
reported to be “underperforming” and is described
as an ESG “laggard”. Noted are its “poor governance
operating framework”, its “lack of proper leadership”
and its “constant restructuring”.
Is it conceivable that none of this was foreseen?
If it was, why did the PIC invest anyway? A little
imagination might provide the answers.
The full list of 109 companies illustrates a mixed bag.
Some performed horribly, some were up to expectations
and some exceeded them. So be it. The portfolio is tiny
in the PIC’s overall scheme of things and can be argued
that there’s justification for allocating a small proportion
of assets to unlisted companies offering potentially
higher risk and reward than constituents of the JSE’s top
40, like Naspers is and Steinhoff was.
While the PIC has improved disclosure on the one
hand, its latest annual report is stuck in the mud on
another. Challenged to name the black-owned firms
to which the PIC has allocated assets for external
management (TT Sept-Nov ’17), it has again identified
them anonymously by number only. This is strange in
itself. It’s even stranger that no explanation is offered.
But a confident prediction can be made for the year
ahead. It’s that the pressures on PIC chief executive Dan
Matjila won’t dissipate.
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Lukhaimane . . . plea to Registrar

Slow grind

I

n a stinging determination late last year, Pension
Funds Adjudicator Muvhango Lukhaimane called
on the Financial Services Board to apply “remedial
action” against the Municipal Employees Pension Fund
and Akani Retirement Fund Administrators following
yet another complaint against them. She wants to the
FSB to appreciate the “gravity of the problem posed by
the conduct” of the MEPF and Akani after they had
repeatedly failed to provided requested information.
Complaints against Akani go way back to 2015 and
extend to funds other than the MEPF (TT June-Aug
’17). They’d even led Lukhaimane to recommend that
Akani’s licensing conditions be reviewed (TT MarchMay ’17). Asked what’s happening, the FSB responded:
We have noted the complaints received and
determinations issued by the Adjudicator as well as
(her) concerns expressed in those determinations. Whilst
mindful of drawing adverse inferences from individual
complaints, we recognise that complaints against a
pension fund or benefits administrator may be indicative
of more serious governance breaches that may be
systemic.
The number of complaints against a fund or
administrator is one of the factors that feeds into the
Registrar’s risk-based supervisory model which we use to
determine the level of scrutiny required in respect of every
pension fund and administrator registered with the FSB.
As regards the specific complaints pertaining to funds
that employ Akani as their benefits administrator, we did
actually note with concern the allegations against (Akani)
and have already met with a director of the administrator
to discuss the issues raised in the Adjudicator’s
determinations and get a better understanding as to why
there appeared to be several complaints to the Adjudicator
involving funds which Akani administers.
Several questions were raised during this meeting
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and further documentation was requested from Akani.
We have now received a response from Akani and are
currently considering these latest submissions in order
to determine whether or not further regulatory action is
required. (It) could include and on-site visit on the funds
and/or the administrator, or a request for an inspection
(under) the Financial Institutions Act.

Tax problems

T

he Pension Funds Act provides at s14 for the
transfer of one fund’s business to another, for
example with the absorption of a standalone fund into
an umbrella arrangement. Sounds simple, but it isn’t
when the FSB information circular of last July is applied.
The circular points to changes in Income Tax Act
schedules that “have resulted in a fund being required
to apply for a tax directive for all transferring members”.
It deals with the timing of transfers and offers some
flexibility to overcome practical difficulties.
Nonetheless, serious difficulties are apparent. Kobus
Hanekom, principal officer of the Sanlam umbrella
funds, highlights several. Amongst them:
u Only the fund member, not the fund, can approach
the SA Revenue Service for his or her tax number
and status. The fund will often not have this
information and will have to wait until the member
can provide it;
u Where tax numbers are outstanding, as with many
fund members, there’s a lack of clarity on how
to proceed. The Sanlam funds are effecting the
transfers in tranches as the verified tax information
is submitted to them;
u It’s understood that the Sanlam funds, by way of
example, will have to pay the s14 transfer fee of
R1 020 for each tranche of incoming s14 transfers.
It appeared that they’d have to do two tranches for
around 80% of the members. The additional amount
in FSB fees could be over R90 000 if they resubmitted
each s14 transfer only once.
Hanekom comments: “So far in our tranches we’ve
included only those members for whom we have
tax records. This is costly and time consuming. The
fund and administrator have no leverage on many
aspects of this arrangement. We are concerned that it
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may frustrate all stakeholders and cause unnecessary
tensions as many employers and members find it
difficult to understand the delays and the reasons for all
the complexity.”

Cadac is a gas

W

hile the criminal trial of Simon Nash now
enters its eighth year, for alleged stripping of the
surplus in Cadac’s pension fund, there is a change in
the direction of the wind. Not only is Tony Mostert no
longer still the fund’s sole liquidator, having been joined
with attorney Johan Esterhuizen as a co-liquidator,
but a third co-liquidator must be added following the
withdrawal of Norman Klein.
The Supreme Court of Appeal has ordered by
agreement that the chairman of the Johannesburg Bar
Council will appoint an independent liquidator with at
least 20 years’ experience. The liquidator is to have no
“direct or indirect relationship” with either Mostert or
the FSB.
Since two liquidators can overrule a third, fun and
games might lie ahead. The SCA expects a report by
May 31.

By default

T

he final retirementfund default
regulations, published
by the Finance Minister,
prescribe a set of
strategies that funds
must implement for
members. Mandatory are
the default investment
portfolio, default annuity
and default preservation
strategies to be managed
within the confines
of the Regulation 28
guidelines for prudential
investment, intended to
ensure a broad spread
Barker . . . need to tailor
of asset classes.

But default options aren’t a one-size-fits-all solution,
argues Shreekanth Singh of PSG Wealth. Pension
providers usually offer a wide range of funds, he points
out, so the member can make broad choices. Defaults
should be suitable for most, although not necessarily
optimal for all: “For example, some investors might have
a higher risk appetite and might want to chose a more
aggressive fund.”
Katherine Barker, head of Momentum
FundsAtWork, believes that the cost of implementing
the default regulations – and the additional trustee
responsibilities they introduce – will accelerate the
move to umbrella funds. These funds have cost
efficiencies and flexibility that can significantly increase
replacement ratios.
A complication with the defaults is that ‘average
members’ don’t exist. Funds will need to offer sufficient
flexibility to ensure that solutions are offered around
different members’ different needs.
A good starting point, she suggests, is greater
flexibility in contribution levels: “This involves creating
the functionality for members automatically to increase
their contribution rate or make additional contributions
voluntarily. Such an approach will enable members to
improve their replacement ratios while deriving optimal
value from the tax deductibility of retirement-fund
contributions.”

Those guidelines

W

hile on the subject of the defaults, perhaps it’s
time for Reg 28 itself to be overhauled. While the
Reg 28 guidelines have the best intentions – to diversify
investment risk – they restrict asset allocations for
members as if their needs and objectives were similar.
They cannot be. For a younger fund member, with
30 years of work ahead, an aggressive portfolio is clearly
more appropriate than the conservative portfolio
for a member approaching retirement. Further, high
weightings allowed for cash and SA government debt
instruments are counter-intuitive for diversification.
Also, the guidelines constrain fund managers from
offering best advice particularly to younger members.
Then there’s the cost of Reg 28 implementation. Too
often ignored, it’s ultimately borne by members.
n

RETIREMENT INDUSTRY MOVES
TOWARD A CRADLE TO GRAVE APPROACH
In an industry-changing move, the amended Pension Fund Act
regulations came into effect on 1 September 2017 bringing about
welcomed reforms. But, implementation could pose challenges for
trustee boards that are already grappling with limited governance
bandwidth.

retirement phases of their life. Prior to these regulations, trustee
boards were only required to assist members during the accumulation
phase. These regulations also resonate with Regulation 28 that requires
trustee boards to consider their fund’s liabilities (or in this case every
member’s goals) when investing.

The amendments, also known as the Retirement Funds Default
Regulations, have been in the pipeline since July 2015 and were
gazetted by National Treasury on 25 August 2017. All new default
arrangements that came into operation on or after the 1 September
2017 effective date must comply with the requirements set out in
these regulations. Existing default arrangements will be expected to
be fully aligned to the regulations 18 months after the effective date
by 1 March 2019.

Trustee boards of defined contribution scheme funds (like the
majority of retirement schemes in SA) will have to comply with the
new regulations by formally implementing default arrangements for
current fund members, for those leaving the fund and retiring fund
members. Where a fund has already started putting any of these
default arrangements in place, the trustee board has until 1 March
2019 to align it with this new default regulation.

Retiring members have often selected expensive retirement products
and exposed themselves to the risks of uncertain markets. As a result,
these members end up with insufficient capital and potentially outlive
their planned pension. This is a consequence of not saving enough
during their accumulation phase, either due to low contribution rates,
lack of preservation, or low returns from expensive investment fees
and suboptimal investment strategies. The regulations therefore aim
to improve the outcomes for retirement fund members by ensuring
that they receive good value for their savings and retire comfortably.
Under these regulations, trustee boards will now have to think beyond
retirement and consider “cradle to grave” investment goals. They
will be required to assist members during the accumulation and the

Despite these regulations being in the pipeline for at least two years,
implementation around default annuities has been slow. About half of
the respondents to the annual Sanlam Benchmark Survey 2017, many
of whom are trustees, indicated that they have not started default
annuity implementation yet. This potentially hints at the limited
governance bandwidth that many trustee boards already struggle
with in a more regulated environment. In addition to the challenge
around governance bandwidth, trustee boards will likely face two
additional challenges when implementing a default annuity strategy.
The first challenge would be navigating their way through various
types of annuity products — many of them quite complex — offered
by many different providers. There is also the challenge of engaging
with generally disconnected and disinterested members to align them
with the appropriate default annuity product.
In the race to get default arrangements implemented and in light of
the challenges mentioned above, the risk is that trustee boards opt for
off-the-shelf turnkey solutions that get tacked onto the existing options
as an afterthought in a case of more haste, less speed.
Instead, should these challenges be overcome, this regulation offers
a unique opportunity for trustee boards to reframe their view on the
“cradle to grave” journey from their members’ perspective. Despite the
challenges, RisCura’s view is that this is an opportunity to implement
a retirement phase that complements the goal-driven investment
strategy of the accumulation phase. Both phases can be integrated
into a solution that allows for a seamless transition from pre to post
retirement, while leveraging off the institutional benefits offered by
the accumulation phase.

www.riscura.com

RisCura Solutions (Pty) Ltd and RisCura Invest (Pty) Ltd are authorised financial services providers.

Petri Greeff, Executive, RisCura
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Basics
unblocked
The sooner that trustees come to terms with Blockchain, a disruptive
technology if ever there was, the better for their funds.
At its epicentre in SA is Monica Singer* who, in this Q&A,
gently guides those not too embarrassed to admit that they’re
more or less technologically challenged.

TT

Having developed Strate (Share trading
transactions totally electronic) for SA
capital markets, would you describe what you’re
now doing with Blockchain as something different
or something complementary i.e. an ongoing
evolution?
Singer: It is definitely part of a Strate evolution.
More broadly, for the capacity to disrupt, it is a
revolution.
The growth of Strate dovetailed neatly with the
rise of Blockchain in that Blockchain is a ledger that
records transactions in a distributed non-centralised
manner. Strate was created to move financial
markets from the reliance on share certificates and
cheques to a digital environment.
In law, transfers of share ownership took place
when the central register held by Strate recorded
the entry once the payment of the transaction

was electronically done through the Real Gross
Settlement System of the SA Reserve Bank. As there
was no trust that the internet could be used to send
and receive instructions in the financial markets, we
had to use Swift (Society for worldwide interbank
financial telecommunications).
Without trust we could not just allow the buyer
and the seller to transact with each other. So we
built layers upon layers of intermediaries. From
brokers to custodian banks to a monolithic stock
exchange, only certain banks were allowed to do the
payments via the SARB. Strate, being the mother of
all intermediaries, was the only one allowed to do
the final, irrevocable entry in the ledger to record
the transactions and to act as the depository i.e the
keeper of the ultimate record of ownership.
This has worked very well for the past 20 years.
SA is categorised as one of the best financial
markets in the world. However, with Blockchain
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changes to be made for improved efficiencies. For
example, it took more than three years for the JSE to
move from five days to three days for settlement of
a trade.
To benefit Luddites such as this interviewer, could
you describe simply what Blockchain actually is?
It’s a software platform for digital assets. It’s the
technology that underpins Bitcoin, the first crypto
currency ever created. It’s also known as Distributed
Ledger Technology (DLT). It uses the internet to
record transactions in a distributed manner.
There is no need to have any intermediaries or
“trusted third parties” because the ledger is held
by the parties to the transaction on a real-time
basis. Entries are recorded simultaneously and
there is no need for reconciliations. You can have
as many copies of the ledger as you wish. It uses a
mathematical formula to ensure that the records are
immutable.
The complete audit trail is maintained. Due to
the multiplicity of ledgers across the internet, it is
difficult to hack as the hackers would need access to
more than 51% of all the ledgers that were created
where the transactions are recorded and updated
in real time. This technology reduces the huge
challenge of having a single point of failure. Being
such a single point is one of trusted centralised
intermediaries’ biggest drawbacks.
Singer . . . finely tuned
technology we now know that we can simplify the
process of trading, clearing and settlement, and
speed it up, as currently it takes three days from the
time trading happens until clearing and settlement
are effected.
Also, there is no transparency. We allowed
all these intermediaries to keep the record of
ownership of investors in nominee accounts. So the
issuer cannot have access to real-time information
about who is buying or selling its shares.
The infrastructure that the financial markets
uses is very expensive. And it takes a long time for

What is its present state of Blockchain
development in SA, and what would you foresee
as its eventual or ultimate state? What sort of time
periods would we be talking?
Most disappointingly, SA is falling behind in our
ability to keep up with technology developments.
The latest study by the IMF shows SA as one of the
worst countries in the world in terms of technology
advance. This worries me as we used to be amongst
the leading countries, especially in the financial
markets.
That is why I have joined ConsenSys, the biggest
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Blockchain company in the world. It created
Etherum, the platform that will be used for the
recording of all items of value in a decentralised
manner using DLT and smart contracts.
My key role for now is to create the awareness
of this technology that will change our world
forever. So you could say I am an evangelist. We’ve
all been riding horses. But I’ve seen the first car
and the potential that the car will have on our way
of life. I want everyone to see what I see, for their
imagination to start creating new opportunities
for all of us; where we could implement this
technology in all areas to improve transparency,
governance and trust as well as the quality of life
for all.
Looking to the immediate future, say the next two
years, who’ll be the main SA users of Blockchain?

Over the past decade, Blockchain usage has
exploded. There are no signs that interest
and development are diminishing. We expect
that anyone and everyone can potentially use
Blockchain. They’d range from merchants to banks
to end-users looking to transfer value and record
assets in the distributed ledger via the internet.
An ingenious part of Blockchain is that you
do not need a deep-level understanding of the
technology. In the same way, nobody really cares
about the internet’s technology. That people will
similarly learn to use Blockchain, and trust it as a
ledger, is incontrovertible.
How will it impact on present methods of
operation? For instance, would financial
institutions — such as asset managers, collective
investment schemes and life offices — need
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radically to amend their business models?
Potentially, the finance industry as a whole is
constantly under the threat of radical technological
transformation. This need not detrimental.
The uses of Blockchain software will allow
greater understanding of the transactions that
have occurred already. Those working in the
financial industry should study and embrace this
technology. It will bring huge efficiencies, improved
transparency and real-time access to information as
well as possible cost reductions.
Any affect specifically on retirement funds?
They’ll appreciate the transaction records that
provide trustees with greater peace of mind.
Overall effects will be positive. Trustees should
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be asking their service providers to present to
them on how in the future they will be embracing
the benefits of this technology. To do nothing
will show that the providers of services are not
technologically advanced and trustees should
then consider their options in selection of service
providers.
Would you anticipate significant cost reductions?
If so, how significant and how will they be
achieved? Which categories of users will benefit?
There is the potential for cost reductions as the
process is using the internet in real time without the
use of intermediaries. The extent of the cost savings
remains to be seen, but there is no doubt of the
efficiencies and risk reductions that this technology
will bring once it has matured sufficiently to deliver
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optimal benefits.
Anybody who won’t benefit? For instance, who
are now the various intermediaries in play? What
might happen to their revenues or margins?
This technology is truly disruptive. For example,
why would we need a Central Counterparty
in Derivatives trading and settlement if this
Blockchain technology can trade, clear and settle in
real time? Custodian banks will have to reconsider
their roles if the record of ownership of assets
will be held directly by the investor, unless the
investor by choice outsources the record keeping
to an intermediary. Why should Central Securities
Depositories exist in the future?
There are many players that will no longer add
any value to the recording of transactions. These
players will therefore have to position themselves in
a new role to justify their future existence.
Can Blockchain reduce the role of stock exchanges
by enabling share trades directly between sellers
and buyers?
There will always be a role for stock exchanges.
Blockchain can enable exchanges to be more
transparent, have a permanent record of trades
and achieve real-time clearing and settlement of
transactions. However, only exchanges that adopt
this new technology will succeed. Investors will
demand greater efficiencies and lower costs before
they will want to trade shares as listed on traditional
stock exchanges.
What then of regulatory oversight? Can
Blockchain make the regulatory functions of
the JSE, Financial Services Board and proposed
Financial Sector Conduct Authority more or less
difficult?
Regulatory oversight is vitally important in ensuring
the legitimacy of our industry. The nature of
Blockchain is such that all transactions are recorded

so in that way it can enable a more effective
regulatory oversight.
The regulators should embrace this technology.
It will give them real-time access to the records
of the entities being supervised. The records are
immutable and do not need reconciliations. Even
the traditional auditing verification process will be a
thing of the past.
Do you foresee any resistance to Blockchain? If
so, on what grounds? Or is it something that will
simply have to be accepted to avoid competitive
disadvantage?
As with any groundbreaking technology, there will
be resistance. People were initially resistant to the
internet and were not sure how it would benefit
them in the long term.
I faced huge resistance when I had to eliminate
physical share certificates and convert them into a
digital record. I feel that such resistance as exists
to Blockchain is based more on not understanding
that Blockchain is not a cryptocurrency in and of
itself. It is the software that monitors and records
all transactions. We need to do a better job of
educating the public.
My biggest concern is that introduction of this
technology is happening at an exponential rate.
At the beginning it is complex to comprehend.
People should start reading whatever they can
about it because it will impact on them. All relevant
information is freely available on the internet.
Disruption of this nature waits for no one. Either
n
we disrupt ourselves or we will be disrupted.
* For almost 20 years, Singer pioneered and
led Strate into its recognition as one of the world’s
most advanced central securities depositories. Now
living in Cape Town, she has joined New York-based
Consensus Systems as “creator of opportunities”
and “business ambassador” for the Blockchain
applications and software systems that ConsenSys
develops.
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TAKEOUTS FROM THE SCANDALS
Service providers must be constantly checked, both in the selection process
and in monitoring them afterwards, insists 27four Investment Managers
managing director Fatima Vawda.

U

ndertaking a rigorous due diligence of critical retirementfund service providers – such as asset consultants, asset
managers, administrators and auditors prior to appointment – is a
crucial component of traditional risk management.
Take recent media coverage of several deleterious scandals.
They arose from questionable intelligence, recommendations and
advice proffered by leading service providers. Throwing the issue
of service-provider selection into the spotlight, questions are
being asked about the efficacy of the checklist format on which
funds rely to obtain wider disclosure before they hire service
providers.
Outsourcing expertise is applauded because it is
associated with several benefits. Amongst these benefits are
that the provider comes with expertise as well as an aura of
independence and, in the long run, that the whole exercise would
turn out to be cost effective and value adding. On their own,
these are not at issue.
But sadly, given the increased dependence by retirement
funds on external providers, it is imperative that funds strengthen
the criteria being used to determine the suitability of, and indeed
the selection of, service providers. The costs of not doing so
could impact disastrously on the ability of funds to manage
their risks and monitor their compliance in line with regulatory
requirements.
Besides lacking vigorous activism, many investors are mostly
concerned with returns on their investments. It is only when their
investments are at risk that risk management and compliance
becomes an issue.
A laissez faire attitude exposes funds to unscrupulous and
self-interested boards of trustees who also find it convenient to
outsource the render of services to cronies, thereby weakening
and compromising internal controls. It follows that the decision to
appoint a service provider must be subjected to appropriate due
diligence and be robustly defensible.
Arising from the fallout from recent governance debacles is
the view that such scandals are symptomatic of structural flaws
characterising the current procurement system. The common
thread is a concentration of certain favoured service providers in
particular fields; for example, auditing. It can be argued that, even
if the funds did not tick all the boxes of the due diligence process,
these service providers would still be preferred on the basis of
their names.
However, the scandals have revealed that names do not
matter. Simply because the service is offered by a big name

does not mean that the procurer of services is in good hands.
Unfortunately, and until recently, entities have been inextricably
loyal to big firms. That loyalty has arguably engendered some
complacency on the part of favoured service providers.
The prevailing scenes demonstrate that reputation is a fallible
asset. It takes ages to build a strong, sustainable corporate
reputation but the same can be lost in no time. The repercussions
of a poorly managed procurement regime can be devastating for
both the service provider and the hiring entity.
Ultimately it all comes down to the procurement model. It’s
inadequate when it is not based on credible considerations, such
as ethical values and normative rules, with which stakeholders
want to be identified. An inadequate model is clearly susceptible
to failure.
In directing the way forward, trustee boards must move
beyond box ticking. The due diligence process needs to be
augmented by an investigatory team to assess the capacity of
the service provider to meet the objectives of the fund. Consent
for approval must be obtained and contractual agreements
entered. There must be continuous monitoring and scrutiny of the
provider against its contractual obligations.
Since corporates suffer more from reputational damages than
from fines, a new penalty framework that impacts on reputation
need to be carved. In the UK, for instance, the ‘credible
deterrence’ model works hand-in-hand with reputational damage.
This seems to have helped restore professionalism amongst
service providers. More than this, a proactive investor community
is indispensable.
A successful relationship does not arise from shuffling papers
between the potential service provider and the procuring entity.
There is no foolproof due diligence mechanism because, as it’s
often found, “systems” can be beaten.
Important lessons should be drawn from the recent scandals.
Auspiciously, the acerbic press headlines have galvanized the
private sector and government to start exploring alternative
pre-award models that would better serve investor and public
interest. What these efforts will avail remains to be seen.

www.27four.com
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OLD MUTUAL CELEBRATES 50 YEARS OF
SMOOTH RETURNS FOR INVESTORS
If there’s one characteristic of all stock markets that has the ability to strike fear into the heart of
even the most seasoned investor, it has to be volatility. Which is why the ability of Old Mutual
Smoothed Bonus Funds to smooth out such market volatility has been music to investors’ ears for
the past 50 years.
The ups and downs of market performance can tempt even the most disciplined investor to want to ‘fiddle’ with their
investment - whether in an effort to protect it from losing value during market underperformance, or to maximise
its growth when markets are doing well. However, as any investment professional will tell you, chasing short-term
returns or protection is arguably the worst possible thing you can do to your investment.
Fortunately for investors in Old Mutual’s range of Smoothed Bonus funds, the temptation to react to short-term
market movements in this way is virtually non-existent. That’s because the Old Mutual Smoothed Bonus Funds are
specifically engineered to smooth out the ups and downs of market performance in the long term, resulting in a
far less stressful investment experience without the need to react emotionally to external forces - whether these are
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positive or negative.

50 YEARS OF SMOOTH INVESTING

SMOOTHED BONUS FUNDS

Old Mutual Licensed Financial Services Provider
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THE SECRET’S IN THE SMOOTHING
The key to securing long-term investment growth is to invest
a reasonable portion of your portfolio in growth assets.
Unfortunately, while these assets have the best potential to deliver
the growth you want, they are also more susceptible than many
other asset classes to poor performance when the markets turn
downward.
Smoothed Bonus Funds are designed to overcome this volatility
by giving investors a good chance of enjoying reasonable
growth of the returns you get over time irrespective of the ups
and downs of the investment markets.
Importantly, investors don’t have to sacrifice capital growth to
enjoy this smoother long-term performance. That’s because the
Old Mutual Smoothed Bonus Funds still invest in an optimal range
of growth assets like equities, bonds, property and alternative
assets, maximising the potential for them to deliver targeted real
returns over the long term.
This balanced growth approach is then overlaid with an innovative
smoothing process that sets aside a portion of the returns earned
in the good times, to offset any dips in performance due to
market downturns. These ‘set-aside’ returns are then passed on to
investors by means of a regular bonus.
With its proven track record of delivering consistent inflationbeating growth, Old Mutual’s range of Smoothed Bonus portfolios
offers clear evidence of the effectiveness of this approach.
Small wonder, then, that 2017 sees these innovative investment
portfolios celebrating their 50-year anniversary.

PROTECTION GUARANTEED
Adding to the appeal of this proven smoothed returns approach
is a range of flexible guarantees. These are offered by
Old Mutual to protect investors against the impact of extreme
market downturns. The guarantees effectively lock in the value of
the investment, and the growth it achieves, at an agreed level,
thereby ensuring that investors in the portfolios need never worry
about a market catastrophe wiping out some, or all, of their
investment.
AN ACHIEVEMENT WORTH CELEBRATING
There aren’t many investments aim to deliver smooth long-term
growth with various levels of guaranteed protection. There are
even fewer who can back this up with a 50-year track record
achieved by a trusted global financial services company with
more than 170 years’ experience. In fact, only the Old Mutual
Smoothed Bonus Funds can make this claim - which is why
investors in these innovative Funds will certainly be joining in the
50th anniversary celebrations.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT OLD MUTUAL’S RANGE
OF SMOOTHED BONUS FUNDS,
please contact Glenda Coert at 0112171259
OR visit www.oldmutual.co.za/smoothedbonus
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PROFILE

Onto the world stage
Asisa’s top executive gets top recognition.

L

eon Campher is a tonic guaranteed to enliven
any conversation. The self-deprecating humour
and wealth of anecdote, from years of experience
in investment management, mix his generosity of
spirit into an effervescent cocktail. As much as his
companionship can be fun over a drink or two, so does
it translate to earnest seriousness in the boardroom; in
fact, several boardrooms.
Members of the Association of Savings & Investment
SA would be amongst the first to appreciate Campher’s
exceptional contribution as Asisa’s long-serving chief
executive. More than this comes deserved recognition
in his recent appointment to chairmanship of the
International Investment Funds Association, the first
from Africa in the association’s 30-year history.
IIFA comprises 41 domestic and regional
associations of investment funds around the world.
Together they represent some $45 trillion of assets
under management. Headquartered in Toronto, it
has seven technical committees that focus (like Asisa)
on specific practices and standards to promote and
improve the industry. It interacts closely with the
International Organisation of Securities Commissions.
That Campher was asked to stand for election speaks
to Asisa’s reputation. Will his appointment for a two-year
term mean that he’ll have less time for Asisa? “No way,”
Campher promises: “My wife tells me to keep busy in
doing my bit for the industry. She reminds me that she
married me for better or for worse but not for lunch.”
Apart from Asisa, Campher serves as a non-executive
on the boards of three JSE-listed companies (Brimstone
Investments, Sun International and Equites Property
Fund). He’s also a director of Business Unity SA.

Always looking to anticipate problems and seek
solutions, Campher is a keen listener. The other key to
his management style is focus. He learned it early in his
career from an Old Mutual mentor: “He’d described me
as a baboon in a mieliefield, taking a chomp from one
mielie while checking to chomp from another.”
Reaching age 70 in February, this Grey College old
boy and Matie graduate reckons on another four years
at Asisa. There is planning for succession. Meanwhile,
Campher carries on with all the dedication and
enjoyment derived “from being able to put something
back into the industry”, he says, “and from being able to
make a difference for the country”.
It isn’t for the money. As a founder of the modernday Coronation in 1993, he would have been able to live
comfortably from his retirement in 2002. Actually, his
financial independence – enabling him to tell anybody
where to get off – was viewed as a positive in Asisa’s
later formation.
The reshaping of Coro followed a dramatic
breakaway of institutional fund managers from
Nedbank-controlled Syfrets and UAL. But if there is
a common thread, from Campher’s style then to the
present, it’s assembling bright people into focused
teams. He was a member of one during his 13 years in
investments at Old Mutual, then again when he became
chief executive of Syfrets Managed Assets.
It was in 2003, after a health scare, that he was
called by friends proposing that a body for investment
managers be established. They wanted him to run it. At
the time there were separate bodies for the life offices,
unit trusts and linked-investment service providers.
Now came the body for investment managers as well.
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Campher . . . big honour
“This was simply too many associations,” Campher
recalls. “Each would have at least four board meetings a
year. That meant 16 meetings, each attended by pretty
much the same bosses who were discussing pretty
much the same subjects at each meeting.” Also, each
association was primarily product-drive. Strategic
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direction for the industry was absent.
Then, as Campher puts it, Asisa “happened” when
Paul Hanratty of Old Mutual and Johan van Zyl of
Sanlam insisted that the Life Offices Association
be absorbed into an overarching association. Okay,
Campher agreed, so long as its board was sufficiently
powerful to address industry strategies and be involved
with advocacy, leaving it for committees to handle
technical matters.
So it came to pass. There were few similar
associations in the world – Asisa gained from
Australian experience – but still fewer that run such
initiatives as an academy to meet learning needs for
savings, a foundation to promote financial literacy and
a fund for enterprise and supplier development. Or, just
as well, to be represented in drafting and now helping to
lead implementation of the Financial Sector Code.
“Through collaborative effort, we’ve been able to
build the scale necessary for optimal impact,” says
Campher. Take a bow.
n

2586_reload.co.za
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What do foreign investors
see that we don’t?
For fiduciaries, the ongoing search for yield may be closer to home than
you might think, says Melville du Plessis, fixed-interest portfolio
manager at Sanlam Investment Management (SIM).
Investment decisions are frequently made in the face of
uncertainty, in some instances more than others. Current times
are no exception.

disgruntled SA investors, the desperate search for yield may
have driven them offshore. But this begs the question: can SA
investors still find fair value offshore?

The global investment landscape is in constant flux due to
geopolitical risk, radical technological change and heightened
complexity. Locally too, fiduciaries and other allocators of
capital have had to digest a series of rather unpalatable political
events. This year alone we saw a surprise Cabinet reshuffle,
the so-called continued ‘state capture’, release of a Mining
Charter draft which was particularly punitive, and more recently
the release of Budget policy statement which helped pushed
credit-rating agencies further down the downgrade path.

The risks associated with exposure to low-yielding offshore
debt are significant as investors are faced with the ‘double
whammy’ of both the lower yields of the countries invested in
and the deteriorating quality of the assets invested in. Nearly a
decade of quantitative easing and asset purchase programmes
have sent global bond yields to all-time lows (and consequently
developed market bond prices sky high). The majority of
remaining global bonds are simply not looking attractive.

Add to these the economy’s entry into a so-called ‘technical’
recession, an unemployment rate of close to 28%, more
downgrades looming and little on the horizon to signal an
economic lift-off or improvement in the fiscal budget anytime
soon. It’s not surprising that SA investors have a less-than-rosy
outlook on local assets. Cash is currently yielding a return of
around 6% and historically has rendered returns between 5%
and 12%. SA equity has historically given investors a wide
range of returns between a staggering -38% and 70%.
Poor sentiment towards domestic assets stands in sharp
contrast to foreign sentiment: despite all the uncertainty facing
SA, during 2017 foreign investors have been grabbing the
yields on offer from SA fixed-income assets. According to the
Institute of International Finance, foreign inflows into emerging
debt markets exceeded $100bn in the first half of 2017 and,
according to Deutsche Bank, reached an all-time high above
$700bn. SA received its fair share, with inflows totalling roughly
R70 billion for the year.

Heading for a central bank bubble?
The world’s largest central bank, the US Fed, currently has
more than $4,5tr on its balance sheet, made up primarily of
bonds that it purchased in response to the global financial
crisis. Its quantitative easing programme was originally
designed to inject money into the economy and encourage risktaking, but there were a number of unintended consequences.
Massive expansion of central bank balance sheets and the US
Fed’s zero interest-rate policy served to inflate the price of US
government bonds, while keeping yields artificially low. The
Fed’s balance sheet is now big enough to buy 10 of the largest
companies on the S&P 500 (including Amazon, Apple and
Exxon Mobil).
Interest rates are still at their lowest-ever levels and the
concern is that these low interest-rate policies may also have
spilled into other asset classes, leading to overinflated asset
prices elsewhere. Undervalued assets offshore have become
scarce.

So what do foreigners see that local investors don’t?

Negative-yielding debt on the increase

Search for yield offshore

It’s not only the size of governments’ debt but also the rise
in negative-yielding debt that is so remarkable. Some debt
instruments even carry negative interest rates. You actually
have to pay someone to lend them money! During the past

Despite the uncertainties in SA, there is still value to be
found in our local fixed-interest and credit markets. For many
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given the low real returns available in global bond and equity
markets.

After the most recent S&P downgrade?
Bond yields are likely to rise further as investment-grade
investors exit the domestic bond market. As yields rise,
however, other bond investors could enter the market given
the ongoing search for yield globally. With the yield on the ALBI
currently touching 10%, an estimated through-the-cycle 4%
real yield makes bonds look attractively priced.
From a tactical point of view, investors should consider taking
on bond exposure following further downgrades. But sizing
positions will matter considerably, also taking into account the
uncertainty around the ANC’s elective conference, Nersa’s
electricity tariff hike for Eskom and the National Budget to be
tabled in February.
Du Plessis . . . local value
few years the amount of negative-yielding debt increased
significantly with the total amount peaking at around $13tr
during the second half of 2016 and currently still around $8tr.
It’s a staggering amount.
Debt dynamics in the world are not on a sustainable path. How
will central banks shrink their balance sheets and what will be
the consequences of quantitative tightening?
Clearly, there are no simple capital-allocation decisions in
today’s markets. And while everyone in SA may be in a hurry
to send money offshore, positive real yields aren’t necessarily
going to come from the same place. For investors looking
to achieve a sustainable and relatively diversified yield, the
answer might be close to home.

The good news
Unlike the US and the rest of the developed world, SA hasn’t
seen yields move lower. In spite of the economic and political
uncertainties, SA still offers good-quality credit plus a margin
of safety. Investors are actually being compensated with a
healthy premium for the level of risk taken (currently above 9%
nominal yield for SA bonds). Real yields higher than 3% (as we
currently have in SA) are extremely rare.
In fact, SA long bonds are still offering among the highest local
currency real yields in emerging markets. Even if inflation
settles at the top end of the 3% to 6% inflation target, a real
return of 3% is still on offer from vanilla government bonds
even before one starts investing across the more broader
range of higher quality companies and credits where you also
get an additional 1,5% to 2%. This is particularly attractive

The SA government will always be able to service its own
currency debt (as it’s in control of the money printing press).
But there are risks. Inappropriate economic policies can
manifest themselves in rising inflation, which could result in
interest rate hikes.
SIM expects inflation to trend lower and trough below 5,0% in
the first quarter of 2018 before picking up again. Upside risks
stem from the potential for higher electricity tariffs this year, as
well as unfavourable political outcomes which could lead to a
weaker rand.

Sleep-easy option
Fixed-income building blocks have an important role in helping
investors preserve capital and generate a stable level of
income or a more appropriate overall return and risk profile.
These building blocks are valuable for institutional investors
and allows them to sleep easier, knowing they don’t have direct
exposure to the risks looming over global bonds.
SA fixed-income assets are still attractive within the global
context of a low-yielding environment. Locally, we see real
yields of between 2% and 3% on offer against a backdrop of
declining inflation.
www.sanlaminvestments.com
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UNCLAIMED BENEFITS

At last,
the last lap
Finality about to be reached in the Concourt on the heated litigation
over the FSB’s so-called “cancellations project”.

R

osemary Hunter is either obsessed in her
personal capacity, to take on the inordinate
financial risks of ongoing litigation, or
possessed in her former capacity (as the Financial
Services Board deputy executive officer for retirement
funds) to serve people unable to protect themselves.
On both counts, the stakes couldn’t be higher.
So far, on each occasion that her dispute with the
FSB has been heard in court, she’s lost. The North
Gauteng High Court ruled against her and refused
her permission to appeal. Then, taking this decision
on appeal, the Supreme Court of Appeal also refused
her permission. Three defeats, each involving teams
of senior and junior counsel who don’t come cheaply,
have been insufficient to put her down.
Now comes the fourth and final battle when
this same matter, alleging the illegal cancellations
of “dormant” retirement funds’ registrations with
harmful consequences (TT March-May ’17), goes
before the Constitutional Court. It will hear her
application for leave to appeal against the earlier
judgments. Should she succeed on this, argument on
the merits of her dispute will be aired afresh.
A ray of hope for her is that, even if the Concourt
dismisses the application for leave to appeal, it might
decide that her application amounted to constitutional

litigation in the public interest and accordingly set
aside the costs orders previously awarded against her.
The bigger hope for Hunter is that the Concourt will
uphold her appeal and decide on the merits.
What if it rules in her favour on the amended
notice of motion for a court-supervised independent
investigation, properly qualified and resourced, into
the “cancellations project” i.e. the circumstances in
which the registrations of each of some 4 600 affected
funds were cancelled?
Having discovered these cancellations when she
took office at the FSB, she contends that such an
investigation is necessary to reveal the circumstances
of the cancellations. Should it be found by the
investigation that the project was conducted in a way
that possibly resulted in prejudice, the FSB would then
be able remedy the prejudice.
Such an investigation would require a wide range
of people – including certain FSB officials and fund
administrators – to answer questions about the
roles they played; for instance, whether there were
interest conflicts in FSB-appointed trustees also being
employees of an administrator. Hunter insists that
there’s been a cover-up of the events which caused
prejudice to funds, members and beneficiaries.
According to heads of argument filed with the
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Concourt by mid-December, it’s clear that Hunter’s
application will be vigorously opposed. For the
Minister of Finance, cited in his official capacity,
National Treasury director-general Dondo
Mogajane states on affidavit:
“Leave to appeal is now sought from this
Court after the High Court rejected the applicant’s
substantive application and subsequently refused to
grant leave to appeal. It did so on the basis that there
were no prospects of success. The Supreme Court
of Appeal subsequently confirmed this assessment,
refusing an application for special leave to appeal to it.
The refusal rests not only on the basis that there were
no reasonable prospects of success (but also that) no
other compelling reason justified an appeal.”
For Dube Tshidi, FSB executive officer, and Jurgen
Boyd, Hunter’s predecessor as head of the FSB
retirement funds department, Mike Maritz SC argues:
u Hunter’s founding and replying affidavits are
replete with the most scurrilous and scandalous
accusations imaginable against (Tshidi and
Boyd). These included allegations of dishonesty,
dereliction of duty and of an alleged conspiracy;
u The lower court was not called upon, or required,
to decide on any such accusations. These or similar
accusations are precisely what (Hunter) wanted the
court to decide. They were entirely irrelevant to the
nature of the relief claimed;
u Hunter had no justification for joining Tshidi and
Boyd as respondents;
u Hunter’s attempt at this late stage to introduce
completely new relief (the appointment of
an independent inspection) was entirely
impermissible. A litigant must make out its case
in the founding affidavit and cannot confront the
other party with a new case not canvassed and not
foreshadowed;
u Hunter’s conduct was so far removed from what is
to be expected of a reasonable litigant, and was so
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far removed from the rights of the other litigants,
that a punitive costs order is fully justified;
u Hunter’s purported reliance on the principle that a
costs order will not be granted against an
unsuccessful litigant, where the litigant sought
the vindication of some constitutional right in
the course of genuine constitutional litigation, is
misplaced.
The case for Hunter is presented by Geoff
Budlender SC:
u In the lower court, the FSB maintained that the
cancellations project was “perfectly lawful” and had
no systemic flaws. Where “mistakes” were made,
it said, they had been “discovered and indeed
corrected”. The FSB contended that Hunter was
not “entitled” to a “bigger and better investigation”
because an investigation into the cancellations is
“the self-same investigation that is being done by
Mr Mort”. (Jonathan Mort is a prominent pensions
lawyer who’d been appointed by the FSB to
investigate a sample of the cancelled funds.)
u At issue are over 4 600 cancelled funds, not all of
which are being or could ever be investigated by
Mort;
u The FSB cannot know, without a proper
investigation, how many of these funds had assets
at the time of their cancellation and therefore had
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not actually “ceased to exist”, let alone know what
happened to those assets;
u By end-2015 the aggregate value of unclaimed
benefits held by retirement funds had increased to
R34bn. The FSB cannot know, without a proper
investigation, whether these assets include amounts
previously held by deregistered funds to provide
for unpaid benefits for which they were liable when
their registrations were cancelled as a result of
“mistakes”;
u It does not suffice for the FSB to “correct mistakes”
only if and when it discovers them, whether by
accident or as a result of the limited review by
Mort. The consequences for the poor are too
serious;
u Introduction of the Twin Peaks regulatory system
will not make the problem of cancelled funds and
unpaid benefits disappear;
u A proper investigation remains necessary. There
is a need for a court-supervised order because
the Minister of Finance and the FSB do not
acknowledge the seriousness of the problem, let
alone demonstrate a commitment to addressing it;
u In her founding affidavit for leave to appeal,
Hunter suggested appropriate relief. The Concourt
has the power to make such an order, on the
basis of the evidence placed before it, including a
supervisory order;
u Sampling 500 of the 4 600 funds, accountancy firm
KPMG had found that more than R2,5bn had
not been satisfactorily accounted for prior to the
funds’ registrations being cancelled. The FSB then
requested retired Concourt judge Kate O’Regan
to review the KPMG report and “to give the FSB
board guidance” as it was “loath to conduct further
investigations unless they are truly unavoidable”;
u O’Regan advised that senior counsel be appointed
to review the KPMG report. The FSB appointed

Mort with the assistance of actuary Jeremy Andrew
to determine, in respect of such deregistered
funds as he would choose, whether any member,
beneficiary or dependent was likely to have
suffered material prejudice;
u Mort’s mandate excluded an investigation into
whether there had been any improper conduct by
the Registrar and/or staff of the FSB retirement
funds department;
u To date the FSB has not given effect to what
O’Regan said must be fully investigated. The
investigation carried out by Mort is not the forensic
investigation contemplated in O’Regan’s report.
Her recommendations have still not been carried
out despite the FSB having resolved to implement
them. The Mort investigation does not fulfil the
FSB’s obligations;
u There is substantial evidence of actual financial
prejudice resulting from the cancellations project.
The presence of such prejudice in the relatively
modest number of funds investigated by Mort
confirms a systemic flaw rather than a handful of
“mistakes”;
u Interests of the persons affected by the Registrar’s
decisions require him to seek judicial review of his
own decisions.
The matter has been set down by the Concourt for
hearing on February 13.
n
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TRUSTEESHIPS

A cloud that must
be lifted
Otherwise it will continue to hang over Cosatu official and Pensions Registrar
on application of “fit and proper” requirements.

J

an Mahlangu has a formidable presence. He
to be imposed by the Registrar of Pension Funds in
knows what he’s talking about and is highly
order to combat and prevent bribery and corrupt
effective in fighting his corner, even to the extent
practices”.
of blunting progress on retirement-fund reform, from
It’s emerged that Tshidi, at some point earlier, used
his platform as the Cosatu coordinator of pension and
s26(2) of the Pension Funds Act to make Mahlangu a
provident funds.
trustee of the South African Local Authorities (SALA)
But the wood in this platform has a little beetle.
Pension Fund and the Municipal Councillors Pension
The infestation is caused by his
Fund. In fact, Mahlangu chairs the
acceptance of a motor vehicle
MCPF board of trustees. He’s also
from a service provider, the
a trustee of the SALA Beneficiary
consequences of which remain
Fund.
unexplained. It’s within his
The implication is either
right not to explain them, at
that Tshidi satisfied himself
least for public consumption,
that Mahlangu is “fit and
and he has exercised this right
proper” or that, without having
by not responding to a series of
satisfied himself, he made the
questions that TT has put to him
appointments nonetheless. In
(see box).
terms of s26(2), the Registrar
Nice car if you can get it
The Financial Services
may appoint trustees where the
Board, by its professed claim
board of a fund is not properly
of “proactive engagement with the media”, would
constituted. Either way, Tshidi isn’t saying.
eschew a similar right. Yet it simply doesn’t respond
Neither is Mahlangu. His troubles started in
to these same questions. What’s more, the FSB is the
2010 when the gift of an Audi A4 from an official
overseer of “fit and proper” standards for trustees. FSB
at financial-services consultancy SA Quantum
executive officer Dube Tshidi has recently published
was revealed. Having then resigned from Cosatu,
for comment a draft directive “to determine conditions
three years later he was rehired. Later still, thanks
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UNANSWERED QUESTIONS

Mahlangu . . . dead
silence

to the Registrar, he gets these various trusteeship
appointments of which at least one is highly lucrative.
A document to hand indicates that, for the year to
end-September 2017, Mahlangu was paid R651 000 by
the SALA Pension Fund. This averages over R54 000
per month. It’s paradoxical that trade unions have long
argued against payment to trustees when they serve as
part of their workday shop-steward jobs.

A legitimate strategy is not to respond to media
queries, in the hope that they’ll blow away, but it
carries the risk of losing the opportunity to comment.
Here, the affected parties still have that opportunity
but obviously now only for the next TT edition. It is
particularly hoped that the Registrar will avail himself
of the opportunity as the FSB positions itself to
become the Financial Sector Conduct Authority.
n
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INSIDER TRADING

Light
shone on
Steinhoff
Frankfurt listing will not make the investigation by SA regulators any easier.

L

ike the huffing and puffing in Little Red
Riding Hood, each time there’s a stink of
corporate scandal the regulators of insider
trading spring into action. Sometimes the big
bad wolf succeeds in blowing down the houses of
the JSE’s Market Regulation Division (MRD) and
the FSB’s Directorate of Market Abuse (DMA).
Sometimes he doesn’t.
Where he doesn’t, at the level of the silly, it’s
with the hefty fine imposed on a broker for a fun
exercise in “market manipulation” of the Guptarelated Oakbay Resources share price. Where he
does, at the level of the serious, it’s illustrated by
the frustrations of the Trillian investigator (senior
counsel Geoff Budlender) to nail down possible
shorts of the rand on international bond or futures
markets that preceded ‘Nenegate’.
With the latter, there could be means employed
by an astute trader to evade suspicion or perhaps
systemic limitations in the legal definition of an
insider (TT March-May ’17). A bond through
London, on advance knowledge of a SA cabinet

reshuffle, would be more difficult to track or
explain for abnormal activity than an equities trade
in Johannesburg.
Of passing interest, by comparison, are the MRD
and DMA investigation into trades related to the
tanking of the share price in technology company
EOH. Of much graver interest, because of its wide
ramifications, is retailer Steinhoff whose Top 10
market capitalisation on the JSE (with a primary
listing in Frankfurt) caused its automatic inclusion
in local institutional portfolios.
With both, the regulators will face the defence
that the trades of insiders (as defined) were
motivated by margin calls (which arise when there’s
a fall in the prices of shares used as security for
loans). These would offer a justification by Christo
Wiese, then the Steinhoff chairman, of his sales
as the share price entered its downward spiral.
When he should have been the first to suspect
irregularities, he was a buyer. The same cannot
necessarily be said of other sellers.
As matters stand, the MRD and DMA have their
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Keetse . . . many successes
hands full. As at end-November the DMA had
seven ongoing investigations into insider trading,
six into market manipulation and four into false
or misleading reporting. Over the past 18 years
an average of little over R1m has been levied in
penalties for 91 cases.
More often than not, conviction relies on
admissions of guilt. Unlike the US, rarely if ever in
SA have there been criminal trials in open court; let
alone any that result in prison sentences.
MRD director Shaun Davies points out that
this JSE division performs a market-surveillance
function. It’s responsible for monitoring trades in
JSE-listed securities in order to identify potential
market abuse including insider trading and market
manipulation. Once identified, the matter is
referred to the DMA.
“We use sophisticated electronic surveillance
systems to detect abnormal trading activity and are
able to identify the investors responsible for each
trade,” says Davies. “But proving insider trading can
have its challenges as all the elements of an insidertrading offence must be proven. For example, being
able to prove that the person actually possessed
inside information that had not been made public
or had received the information from an insider.”
Only the DMA and the Financial Services Board
have regulatory jurisdiction and legislative powers
to prosecute market abuse. Most cases are received
from the MRD.
DMA head Solly Keetse notes that, once its

investigation reveals market abuse, the matter is
referred to the FSB’s enforcement committee for
administrative action. Over the past three years
the committee has had 21 successful prosecutions
(three for insider trading, 16 for price manipulation,
two for false and misleading reporting) for which
administrative penalties were imposed.
Amongst other things, proof of insider trading
requires that the alleged perpetrator possessed
inside information; knew that he/she was an insider,
and dealt in securities on a regulated market to
which the information relates.
“Legislative changes to the Financial Markets
Act are often necessitated by gaps identified in the
market-abuse provisions during the investigations
and enforcement actions,” says Keetse. “The FSB
strives to make necessary changes to the Act each
time such gaps are identified.”

Only the DMA and the
Financial Services Board
have regulatory
jurisdiction and
legislative powers to
prosecute market abuse.
Most cases are received
from the MRD.
This implies identification after a horse has
bolted. Another gap was shown with stockbroker
Trillian where it’s known that certain executives had
advance knowledge of a finance minister’s dismissal.
But it remains unknown whether they acted on
this market-sensitive information and, if they did,
whether they fell within the legal definition of an
insider.
May no similar gaps be revealed on Steinhoff. n
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CORPORATE ETHICS

Standards to understand
Naspers is immune from stakeholder activism.
Retirement funds couldn’t simply pull their investments.

T

here’s an odour of hypocrisy that surrounds
the Gupta imbroglio. Self-appointed judges of
commercial morality, who’ve poured opprobrium
on accountancy firm KPMG, can be accused of double
standards if they don’t apply a similar approach to
television company MultiChoice.
Where these judges have been particular asset
managers, they cannot be outspoken on the one and not
the other. But they have a problem. While they could vent
their spleen against KPMG, in which they aren’t invested,
they’d need to be constrained on MultiChoice to whose
Naspers parent they’re heavily exposed.
Eccentric treatment was extended by both KPMG
and Mutichoice to Gupta-controlled entities. In the case
of KPMG, it focused on the professionally-flawed audits
of Oakbay Resources. In the case of MultiChoice, it
focuses on the generosity of multi-million rand payments
to ANN7 kept secret from other content suppliers who
enjoy no comparable favour for distribution on the DStv
bouquet. In the behaviour of KPMG and MultiChoice,
there’s moral equivalence.
KPMG was easy meat for the picking. Premised on
the analogy that the appropriate way to kill a tumour is
to murder the patient, the death of KPMG was sought.
Clients were urged to kick out KPMG. Several did.
Rage expels context. In the hullabaloo of KPMG’s
censure, sublimated to neglect was the internationally
recognised audit principle that it’s the directors of a
company who’re responsible for the preparation and fair
presentation of its financial statements.
There’s been no Gupta on the Oakbay board.
Nonetheless, the company’s vulnerable underbelly could

have been in challenging the incumbent directors for
personal liability. Yet so far only the auditors have been
targeted to suffer financial and reputational penalty.
The shame of KPMG offered the perfect opportunity
to demonstrate moral rectitude, the louder the better to
score points, without expense to oneself. But now along
comes MultiChoice.
Naspers, which owns MultiChoice, is the giant of the
JSE’s primary listings. Were it kicked out of institutional
portfolios, the impact would be disastrous; not only for
the performance of asset managers and clients such as
retirement funds invested with them, but for the market
as a whole. Such is the dominance of Naspers, because of
its holding in a Chinese internet company, that the entire
all-share index reflects it. Disinvestment from Naspers is
unthinkable.
Thus the paradox. Turn away from KPMG, where
there’s no cost to the virtue signalling, but dare not turn
away from Naspers where the cost would be huge.
There’s another twist to the morality tail. It’s in the
emergence of MultiChoice as part of Naspers, the largest
owner of SA print media.
The continued existence of numerous iconic
newspaper titles, inside and outside Naspers, rest on
shaky viability. The threat to their futures threatens SA’s
democratic vibrancy. Such a dismal prospect wouldn’t
loom had the cross-subsidisation of print media by
electronic – the rationale which gave birth to M-Net, then
MTN, then MultiChoice – been immutable.
Back in the mid-1980s, faced with what it described
as the “total onslaught”, the National Party government
granted the licence for the first pay-TV channel to the
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M-Net consortium comprising the owners of SA daily
and Sunday newspapers. These were Naspers, Perskor
(now gone), Argus (later Independent Newspapers) and
Times Media (then SA Associated Newspapers which
had just closed the Rand Daily Mail).
Their shares were held in roughly equal proportions.
Naspers, which had led the initiative, took a slug slightly
larger than 25% and the tiny Daily Dispatch group was
given a sliver.
The idea was to support print media from revenue
losses anticipated by the deflection of advertising to
electronic media. Whether there was a subtext to reward
or expect political loyalty cannot be said. Although print
advertising remained strong after the M-Net launch,
government kept moving the goalposts for more free-toair privilege that boosted the channel’s revenues.
Over the years, ownerships by the “M consortium”
extended to other “M” electronic start-ups in mobile
telephony and pay television. Then too, except for
Naspers, ownerships of the main print media gradually
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changed. So also did their ownerships of the “M stable”,
causing control to concentrate in Naspers and leaving
the others bereft of the M association. Where this was of
their own doing, as with Times Media prior to the Tiso
Blackstar era, they have only themselves to blame.
Once recognised for affinity to the old government,
Naspers has adapted its political correctness under the
new. Amongst the SA media groups it is today, thanks
partly to MultiChoice, the most potent in its ability to
remain true to the foundational concept of unprofitable
print media being sustained by profitable electronic.
Up for argument is a moral compulsion, to honour
reciprocity for favours previously bestowed, that it
continues doing so when the print proportion of its assets
is valued at below zero. From history to the present, a
constant is the intersection of business and morality.
Unlike KPMG, Naspers holds all the cards.
• This TT article first appeared on BusinessLive/FM,
Nov 28.
n

PRESCRIPTION

A last resort
Or maybe an easy one. Either way, the poaching of retirement funds’
assets will cause ructions.

W

hisper the thought, hoping perhaps in vain
that Finance Minister Malusi Gigaba isn’t already
contemplating it, that he does have a means to evade the
jam of unaffordable government guarantees colliding
with underfunded state-owned enterprises (SOEs). By
hook or crook, Gigaba must find a way.
Introduction of prescribed assets will be by crook. Be
ready to resist.
From his perspective, the route of prescribed assets
will be easier than hooking the Public Investment
Corporation into loading up on stock in badly-run
SOEs. It won’t cause consternation amongst members

of the Government Employees Pension Fund, the PIC’s
largest client, who’ve been threatening withdrawals.
They’d have nowhere else to go.
It won’t fall into the category of “capture”, overriding
the trusteeship duties of the GEPF board or the assetmanagement mandates of the PIC’s governmentappointed directors. They’d have no choice.
It will, however, fall neatly into the socialistic
empathies of ANC-speak. A regimen of prescribed
assets – forcing financial institutions, particularly
focused on retirement funds, to invest in stock that
government specifies – continues to show on the radar.
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One of its champions has historically been Economic
Development Minister Ebrahim Patel, a member
of Gigaba’s newly-appointed committee of cabinet
ministers to advise President Zuma on expenditure
priorities and sales of state assets.
Terminology of the “developmental state” to support
bail outs, and “solidarity” to underpin such plans as
the national social security fund and national health
scheme that the fiscus cannot finance, carry tones of
aspiration and acceptability. People reluctant to support
these concepts, on the bedrock of sustainability, might
be tarnished for opposition to transformation.
The threat of prescribed assets is brought on not
only by an ideological antipathy to privatisation, on
which Gigaba has been forced to compromise at SA
Airways, but also by hard market pressures. In public
auctions, both Eskom and Transnet have fallen well
short of their 2017 borrowing targets.
Recently, too, it was the banks still exposed to SA
Airways which insisted that Gigaba restructure its
board as a condition for the debts to be rolled over.
They both rolled over, for the banks to approve a new
board without chair Dudu Myeni and for Gigaba to
have his tummy tickled. Thus there emerged a clear
demonstration, which he can explain to Zuma, that
potency of “the markets” trumps the perpetuation of
patronage.
Lenders have as much right as shareholders to
perform activist roles in protection and advancement
of fiduciary responsibilities to those whose money they
manage. More than this, asset managers are guided by
the UN Principles for Responsible Investment to which
they’re signatories. In fact, a founding signatory is the
GEPF whose mandate instructs the PIC.
Further underpin derives from the voluntary Code
for Responsible Investing in SA. It’s now linked to the
King IV governance code. Not to be forgotten either is
Regulation 28 under the Pension Funds Act. It stipulates
the criteria for prudential investment.
Hauling out and dusting off the old regime –
in the most desperate days of the National Party
administration it required that over 50% of retirement
funds’ assets be invested in government-prescribed
stock – drives a coach and horses through all this.
Stripped of a call for national interest, what does one

Patel . . . long-time champion
find? There’s nothing other than a blunt instrument for
taking from those who can save, and have, for giving to
those who can’t or haven’t.
The paradox is that it would undermine a
government objective to encourage retirement savings.
By definition, it would reduce investment returns and
hence fund members’ benefits. Prescribeds are a form of
subsidy. Were they competitive against market returns,
there’d be no cause to replace carrots with sticks. And
because of enforced subsidisation, they additionally
diminish the market disciplines over government and
SOE borrowings.
Effectively also, they’re a selective tax by stealth.
Being discriminatory, in not applying across the
taxpayer spectrum, they’re implicitly inequitable. That’s
hardly a stimulant to enhanced tax morality.
Inequity is exacerbated by the difference between
defined-benefit (DB) and defined-contribution (DC)
retirement funds. DB funds are mainly in the public
sector. Reductions in returns can affect members’
annual discretionary increments but not their ultimate
relationship to final salary. Promised benefits are
underwritten by the employer; for instance, in the case
of the GEPF, by government which means the taxpayer.
By contrast, trade unions and private-sector
employees are overwhelmingly in DC funds. Members
themselves carry the entire investment risk. They enjoy
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no similar cushion.
Past experience with prescribed assets showed
a brutal impact on retirement funds’ investment
returns. Future probability is that it will be no different,
simultaneously screaming the most negative of
investment messages.
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At the ANC’s 2017 national policy conference, it was
proposed that the introduction of prescribed assets be
investigated. Who’s to kill it? Gigaba, if he has the guts.
• This TT article first appeared on BusinessLive/FM,
Nov 13.
n

SAA AIRWAYS

Banks at the controls
Minister’s forced landing illustrates the success of activist approach.

I

n the stand-off between Finance Minister Malusi
Gigaba and the banks which have funded bankrupt
SA Airways, with the R6,8bn in government-guaranteed
loans that matured on Saturday, there can be only
one winner. It must be the banks that have agreed
temporarily (how temporarily?) and conditionally (on
what conditions?) to roll over their loans.
Gigaba is positioned between a rock and a hard
place, and only the banks can offer him a way out. It is
to agree on a rollover provided Gigaba offers them the
comfort of an SAA turnaround strategy likely to work.
Unthinkable is that such a strategy can be prepared, let
alone implemented, by the existing SAA board whose
performance has piloted the airline into its tailspin.
Time has run out, and Gigaba’s options are quickly
running out too. He and the banks are now playing in
injury time. At best the appointment of a new SAA chief
executive, with effect from November, has tentative
prospects. Without a supportive board, in which lenders
to the state-owned company have confidence, he’ll be
stuck before he starts.
It’s for the banks to blow the final whistle on
whether to extend their loans, as Gigaba wants, or
not, as Standard Chartered and Citibank had decided
in respectively recovering R2,2bn and R1,2bn. Unless
the incumbent SAA board is replaced by directors
competent to salvage the airline, the banks will have no

choice but to call up the outstanding monies.
They cannot be complicit in a crash. They aren’t in
the business of loan defaults, least of all when they’re
avoidable. Neither are they in the business of treating
some customers more equally than others.
For Gigaba, facing an exposure of over R16bn
in government guarantees to SAA, the choices are
narrowing. He’s reaching the outer limits for tax
increases.
He cannot keep drawing on the National Revenue
Fund, as he has done to supply SAA with working
capital and to pay off the two banks that wouldn’t
roll over, because it stretches the fund’s purpose from
providing for emergencies to paying out subsidies.
He cannot pressurise the Public Investment
Corporation without going beyond his authority and
without causing it to breach client mandates. This is
particularly so in the case of the of the Government
Employees Pension Fund, the PIC’s largest client, whose
board is constrained by fiduciary obligation and guided
by the principles for responsible investment that it
proclaims.
He cannot introduce privatisation without inviting
the chagrin of political lobbies that find the concept
anathema. He cannot sell a good government-owned
asset, notably shares in Telkom, without the justification
to keep a bad one on life support. He cannot do
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what the banks will find acceptable, in shaping a
board capable of reshaping SAA, without an upset to
patronage perpetuation.
The most practical and sensible course is clearly the
latter. It’s also the path of least resistance because these
days it won’t take much courage to disregard the cohorts
of an increasingly vulnerable President Zuma.
More than this, it will be a demonstration to the
world that faith in the strength and integrity of SA’s
financial institutions is alive and well. Such faith is a
pillar against a sovereign-debt downgrade.
These institutions have drawn a line that
government cannot afford breach. When push comes to
shove, they’ll neither be pushed nor shoved. Stakeholder
activism is not only for equity markets but for debt
markets too. Bonds are potent bosses.
There’s an unfortunate caveat. The more that
institutions steer clear of funding state-owned entities
that are badly run, from Eskom and Transnet to Prasa
and SAA, the greater the temptation for “prescribed

assets” to rear its head; in other words, for government
to force the investments it wants.
But there’s also a silver lining in recent experience.
When government had to respond to speculation of the
PIC being “captured”, it succumbed to the loud message
that people don’t take kindly to possible raids on their
savings.
• This TT article first appeared on BusinessLive/FM,
Oct 4.
n
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (AI)

Overhyped or a revolution in
asset management?
Hywel George, director of investments at Old Mutual Investment Group,
offers an answer.

2017

saw the advent of the first fully AIpowered, daily traded exchange-traded
funds. Some people view this as heralding a shift into
a new investment paradigm, Autonomous Learning
Investment Strategies (ALIS).
What’s new about these investment processes
is that the technology learns and adapts as it goes
along, based on the information and enormous data
sets to which the algorithms have access. It’s on these
that they base their investment decisions and solve
problems, all without human input.
As in other AI fields, it has raised the spectre of
‘Singularity’ – a much-vaunted future state when
computers could potentially have superintelligence
that surpasses our own and which could, it is feared,
ultimately put humans out of business. But have we
truly crossed the AI Rubicon or is this merely hype?
For many, the AI milestones achieved over the past
five years have set us up for the greatest technological
revolution in history over the next decade. The
investment industry will undoubtedly be at the centre
of it. (See table).
But artificial intelligence and talk of technological
revolution have been around for a while. For instance,
in 1965 when a British mathematician and cryptologist
brought up the concept of an intelligence explosion.
Then, in 1993, a sci-fi writer and computer scientist
predicted that within 30 years we would have the
means to create superhuman intelligence.

George . . . human combination
There are many definitions of AI but Forbes
magazine contributor David Thomas put it succinctly:
Artificial intelligence is a branch of computer science
that aims to create intelligent machines which teach
themselves.
There are different levels of AI. Each level becomes
more sophisticated and autonomous in the tasks
computers can do without human intervention. There
is machine learning (or structured learning) which is
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Timeline of AI milestones
1956

The first Dartmouth College summer AI
conference is organized by John McCarthy,
Marvin Minsky, Nathan Rochester of IBM and
Claude Shannon.

1965

A deeper understanding of AI
Artificial Intelligence – Computers
with the ability to reason as humans

Machine Learning – Computers
with the ability to learn without being
explicitly programed

Joseph Weizenbaum (MIT) builds ELIZA, an
interactive program that carries on a dialogue in
English language on any topic.

Deep Learning –
Network capable of
adapting itself to new
data

1978

Herbert A Simon wins the Nobel Prize in
Economics for his theory of bounded rationality, a
cornerstone of AI known as “satisficing”.

1993

Vernor Vinge publishes “The Coming
Technological Singularity,” predicting that, within
the next 30 years, humankind would have the
ability to create superhuman intelligence.

1997

The Deep Blue chess machine (IBM) defeats the
(then) world chess champion, Garry Kasparov.

2009

Google builds self-driving car.

2011

IBM’s Watson computer defeated television game
show Jeopardy! champions Rutter and Jennings.

2016

Google DeepMind’s AlphaGo defeats 3x European
Go champion Fan Hui by 5 games to 0.

2017

Google’s AlphaGo Zero - an improved version of
AlphaGo - learns by playing only against itself and
beat its predecessor 89:11 after only 40 days
Source: Wikipedia, Old Mutual Investment Group.
Source: Wikipedia, Old Mutual Investment Group

Source: Forbes magazine
the ability of computers to learn and improve at tasks
with experience. Then there is deep (or unstructured)
learning, when a computer uses algorithms that adapt
to new data and thus trains itself to perform tasks.
The best-known examples of deep learning are IBM
Watson and driverless cars. (See graphic).
Inevitably, the advances in AI have spurred
robust debate about what impact AI will have on the
investment world. To get a balanced perspective, it’s
worth considering why AI is developing so rapidly.
AI advances have primarily been made possible by
the sharp decline in the price of graphics processing
units (GPUs) in recent years. Driven by gaming, it has
enabled AI to access immense amounts of data of all
types (numerical, image, voice) being made available
from companies such as Google, Facebook and
Microsoft.
Cloud-based hosting has also provided access to
extremely strong AI platforms. For instance, you can
use IBM’s or Google’s AI platforms to take advantage
of work that they have already done and build on top
of this.
Why is this important?
u It allows for quick-to-market implementation
when you have sufficient data to teach your
algorithm;
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u With so much data being made available, you
don’t even need to come up with an hypothesis to
code in. You can throw mountains of data at the AI
and, through deep learning, it will figure out the
pattern;
u Platforms are cheap or free, so the barriers
to entry are low. The main barrier is access to
sufficient rich data.
Notwithstanding the increasingly fast-paced
innovation we’ve seen, and the growing excitement
about the potential of AI, it is not likely to be an
investment panacea. It’s premature to think that
fundamental qualitative investment professionals will
no longer have jobs as a result of AI.
Instead, some of the things the investment industry
needs to be thinking about are:
u If you pick the incorrect data, you will get the
incorrect result (which will come in as the correct
result, but is based on the wrong information);

u An algorithm learns as time goes by, but it
cannot determine an upcoming black swan event
unless it has a previous black swan event from
which to have learnt;
u AI is good at doing one thing well, but not at
integrating many things into a ‘super-solution’. For
instance, you can use AI to determine what the
market may do using machine readable news as a
factor in an investment portfolio. But you are not
able simply to ‘ask AI to come up with a portfolio’
and let it figure out how to do so.
More important for the investment industry is to
consider how can we use AI to improve portfolios and
remove from our jobs the repetitive grudge aspects
so that we can concentrate more time on the hardthinking work; in other words, how we use AI to
augment what we do as opposed to worrying about it
replacing what we do.
This is not a matter of human versus machine but of
human and machine being better than human alone. n

TECHNOLOGY DISRUPTION

Happening everywhere
With profound implications for asset managers and clients,
as Absa Investments head Armien Tyer explains.

S

martphones, Google, Facebook and online
transacting have changed our lives dramatically.
Uber and AirBnB have respectively disrupted the
passenger transport and hotel accommodation
industries. These were opportunities seized by
entrepreneurs. First the revolutionary changes
happened slowly, then suddenly, and then they were
everywhere.
They reflect a process that depends on context and
means e.g. technological innovation, resources and

business models. They don’t appear by magic. So, how
and by what means is the investment industry now
being disrupted?
Regulatory reform -- to ensure better outcomes for
clients, reduce systemic risk and eliminate perverse
incentives -- has been a key contextual factor for other
disruption. This regulatory reform has created pressure
on investment manager fees and improved transparency
of who gets paid what in the value chain.
It has created pressure on costs in the business
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u

Tyer . . . revolutionary process
models of all participants in the value chain. To
make this tangible, consider the impact of the Retail
Distribution Review on adviser models and fees in the
retail investment industry.
The long-term underperformance of most active
managers has driven the adoption of passive strategies,
products and solutions. Better risk models, improved
benchmarks and higher levels of regulatory and
fiduciary oversight and scrutiny have created a powerful
confluence of forces, and the incentives for disruption
of the existing status quo. Investment management
has become a battleground of fintech disruption
opportunity given the opportunities to create value and
to scale success.
The industry is ripe for disruption in a digital
“always on” reality. Why should entrepreneurs not look
to arbitrage these forces and reshape this industry as
they have others? They are set to blur the lines of where
value is added in an already cluttered space.
Here is a brief summary of seven key technological
forces today driving change in the investment industry
and that will accentuate its complete disruption:
u Big Data – The ability to store massive amounts
of data, from a variety of sources, structured and
unstructured, at ultra-low cost and monetize it for
business and customer insights;
u Quantum computing – Super computers that can
compute complex data sets, to look for relationships,
patterns and insights that wasn’t possible previously.
This has profound implications for computing speed
and analysis;
u Machine learning has been around for decades.

u

u

u
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However, with Big Data the ability to create
algorithms to understand patterns – then to predict
outcomes and learn from them – has grown
exponentially. This is not fiction. It is already with
us. There are several local firms that have entered
this arena with Robo advisors. The extension of
machine learning into Artificial Intelligence (AI) is
also with us and is unfolding;
Blockchain has recently started and is already
evolving for secure, encrypted, open distributed
ledger recording of ownership and transactions.
In asset management, as in other industries, smart
contracts, enhanced cybersecurity and payments
usages (amongst others) will become commonplace;
Robotics and Drone technology. Whilst being
funded and extended initially for military use, these
technologies are also becoming widespread. In
investment management it is becoming a factor in
servicing of clients, “chat bots” and also determining
the winners and losers in industry value chains;
Social media platforms do not need much
elaboration. We all interact with them. They have
the ability to impact politics, fashion and build or
destroy brands. This is both an opportunity and
threat for investment management firms.
The digitalisation of everything. This is
happening now, and it’s 24/7.

The impact of technological disruption is
accelerating. It will transform the investment industry.
No part of the value chain – advice, solutions,
distribution, manufacturing, service – will be left
untouched. Investment firms will increasingly need
to factor this into their strategies. To paraphrase the
Citibank chief executive: “We will need to think like
technology companies with investment management
licences.”
For investors and clients, the full set of implications
is mixed and unclear. While costs, service, engagement,
accessibility and communication will change
dramatically for the better, what the investment
outcomes will be – and whether they will better in a
risk-adjusted sense – remains an open question.
Technology will replace a lot of what we do, but not
n
the human mind. At least not yet.
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GRAVY

R

eaching fatigue with the endless
speculation over the ANC
elective conference, its curious
outcome and what Cyril will do now
etc etc, I take comfort from being
reminded of a conversation with an
old Italian friend.
“How does Italy manage when
it has changes in government every
few months?” he was asked. “Isn’t it
serious?”
“Yes,” he admitted. “It is serious
but it isn’t important.”
So too in SA should the private
sector just get on with it.

noted Indian jurist once compared the
financial regulator of his own country
to a dog on a leash, with the freedom
to move as far as the leash permits. He
proceeded to ask:
What if the dog is so lazy that it
never uses the entire length of the
leash to its advantage? What if the
dog prefers torpor and the mice run
uuuuu
n the wall of a Franschhoek
away with pieces of cheese – the same
restaurant there’s a blow-up
cheese which the dog is supposed to
photo of actress Sophia Loren which
protect – right under its nose? What if
proclaims that her shapely figure is
the dog can be tempted with a bone to
due to pasta, not Banting.
the extent that it forgets, at least for the
time being, of its primary duty?
uuuuu
What if the dog chases the mice
tribal
wisdom
of
Dakota
Indians
uuuuu
with a lot of energy, making all sorts of
nvestigative journalists have had
is: “When you discover that your noises, clenching its teeth as if it were
a field day, actually months, with
horse has died, dismount.”
going to tear apart the mice, but with no
the Gupta leaks. However, their
In more advanced economies,
intention of ever touching them?
investigations haven’t extended to
closer to home, alternative strategies
No use giving a long leash to such
how the leaks were received. If the
are often employed: Use a stronger
a dog because it will never show the
journalists knew themselves, they
whip. Change riders. Appoint a
alacrity and vigilance expected of it.
doubtless wouldn’t disclose it. But my committee to study the horse. Send
guess is that they themselves don’t
delegations abroad to find out how
uuuuu
n New Zealand
know.
other societies ride dead horses.
there’s a statue of
My next guess is that it has
Reclassify the dead horse as livingSt Dominic giving
something to do with the partnership, impaired and provide additional
now dissolved, between SA armaments funding to improve its performance. a loaf of bread to a
young boy.
manufacturer Denel and Gupta-linked Rewrite the expected performance
It’s now been
VR Laser Asia. As soon as the joint
criteria.
covered over.
venture attempted a sale of arms
Once all else has failed, promote
technology to Iran, it would have been the dead horse to a supervisory
uuuuu
picked up by western intelligence
position.
y girlfriend
agencies directly or indirectly from
has left me.
uuuuu
bugs that original suppliers of
ill
the
imminent
conversion
She says I’m only
components commonly place.
of the Financial Services Board interested in football.
Then an agency needs only to
to the Financial Sector Conduct
I’m gutted. We’d been together for
crash certain hard drives, which
Authority make much difference? A
only three seasons.
n
apparently is no problem for

I

sophisticated operators, and access
the contents when the computers are
sent for repair. It becomes a matter of
choice to decide where the contents
should best be dumped.
My final guess is that attempts to
trace the source would be pointless.
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ROLEEN HAS
53 CHILDREN
THAT’S BECAUSE WE TREAT OUR BENEFICIARIES LIKE FAMILY.
No matter how technologically advanced our systems, we always maintain the human touch. Most of
our administrators are either parents themselves, come from child-headed households, or are former
beneficiaries. They make sure we consistently keep things simple and transparent. (And that includes
our fees, which represent real value.) So, compare us to our competitors and you’ll discover: nobody
cares about Beneficiary Care like we do.

For more information, or to chat over a good coffee,
please contact Jeanetta Hendricks.
jeanettah@fedgroup.co.za
Tel: 011 305 2300
FedGroup Trust Administrators Pty Ltd (Reg. No. 1951/003389/07) FSP No. 16302 13B No. 24/505

BENEFICIARY CARE

KINGJAMES 40723

Entrepreneur

Employee

The decision to go out on your own is not for
everyone. But with the right research, strategy
and skill, starting your own business can offer
you a sense of freedom that’s hard to match.
When we invest, we don’t believe in a blanket
approach. We weigh up the pros and cons,
methodically scrutinise the details and remove all
emotion from the equation before making a call.

There’s a time to be bold and a time
to be cautious. Knowing when to be
which is what makes us Wealthsmiths .
TM

Our expertise includes:

www.boldorcautious.com
Sanlam Investments consists of the following authorised Financial Services Providers: Sanlam Investment Management (Pty) Ltd (“SIM”), Sanlam Multi Manager International (Pty) Ltd (“SMMI”), Satrix Managers (RF)
(Pty) Ltd, Graviton Wealth Management (Pty) Ltd (“GWM”), Graviton Financial Partners (Pty) Ltd (“GFP”), Radius Administrative Services (Pty) Ltd (“Radius”), Blue Ink Investments (Pty) Ltd (“Blue Ink”), Sanlam
Capital Markets (Pty) Ltd (“SCM”), Sanlam Private Wealth (Pty) Ltd (“SPW”), Sanlam Credit Fund Advisor Proprietary Limited, Sanlam Africa Real Estate Advisor Proprietary Limited and Sanlam Employee Benefits
(“SEB”), a division of Sanlam Life Insurance Limited and Simeka Wealth (Pty) Ltd; and has the following approved Management Companies under the Collective Investment Schemes Control Act: Sanlam Collective
Investments (RF) (Pty) Ltd (“SCI”) and Satrix Managers (RF) (Pty) Ltd (“Satrix”).

